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On thin

Ethics team
goes regional

ice

II Local organizations
prepare to meet the
needs of homeless,
elderly for Thanksgiving

’Solutions’ to
issues takes SJSU
team to Chico State
for bowl competition

By Scott Shuey
Staff Writer
Do you think your family
will be hosting a big dinner
this Thursday?
Odds are it’s nothing compared to the dinners that will
be prepared for the elderly and
the homeless by some San Jose
organizations.
Many organizations, includ. itig Loaves and Fishes, the
.:Salvation Army and Martha’s
Xitchen will be serving up
enough bird and stuffing to
feed anywhere from 300 to
over 1000 people.
Ann Thompson, a volunteer
with Loaves and Fishes, said
her organization will cook up
about 60 turkeys for a "traditional" Thanksgiving meal On
Thursday at St. Patrick’s
Catholic Church.
"We’ll have a real turkey
dinner with as many as 1,000
people," Thompson said, "but it
could go higher."
Last year Loaves and
Fishes fed about 800 people.
The Salvation Army, located
in downtown San Jose, which
has been hosting community
dinners since 1983, will be
hosting two dinners.
Salvation Army volunteer
Barbara Kennedy said from 11
a.m. until noon there will be a
dinner for senior citizens. After
that, the doors will remain
open until people stop coming,
Kennedy said.
Thompson said preparations
for this year’s dinner are going
well. The only thing left to get
is the dessert.
"We’re missing the pumpkin
pie," she said. "Everything else
is coming in very well."
Last year the Salvation
Army served over 1,100 people.
See Thanksgiving, page 3
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By Allison K. Wright
Staff Writer
When the Chico State
Bowl
Regional
Ethics
Competition gets underway,
San Jose State University
student Joshua Mateo will be
facing his former school.
Mateo decided to join the
ethics team at Chico State
when he attended the school
last year. Mateo and other
team members went to
Washington to compete in the
1997 third annual intercollegiate ethics bowl that was
sponsored by Sears Roebuck,
Mateo said.

Joshua Mateo, now an
SJSU student on the ethics
team, said he has found a
competitive platform which
critiques him on his arguing
skills. The ethics team is
given a list of 25 ethical and
moral dilemmas on topics
such as the right to life, abortion and cheating in school.
"I love to argue and in this
organization I do not have to
yr Ike people upset," Mateo
said.
Mateo began his quest for
ethical reasoning after he
broke up with his first girlfriend his sophomore year in
college, lie needed an emotional and intellectual outlet
that would put him in connection with ethical dilemmas in
life that would help him with
the pain of the break up,
Mateo said.
See Ethics Bowl, page 3

Fundraiser opens
minds with music
By Yasko Agatta
Staff Writer

Robert Sento/ Spartan

Daily

Mark Hussey and 3-year-old son, Taylor, don ice skates at Nortel’s Downtown Ice Outdoor Rink in
San Jose Monday.

A Vietnamese music concert opened the minds of five
African American students.
The Saturday night event was
a fundraiser for the DuBois
Scholarship Program, which
aims to send students to
Ghana, West Africa
"We, African Americans
and Viet MIMI’S(’ :Vilel
don’t really communicate to
each other," said Juvan
Williams, one of the st udents
in the program. "I’ve ice ’sir
known about Vietnamese
music and this opens my
mind."
According to Nehandra
Imara of student developt ht. coorment SerVICeS.

dinators of the concert, the
program is in its third year
and it sends five to 10 students each spring semester to
Ghana. This year, two Latino
and five African American
students plan to participate
in the program.
Imara said the idea to
bring two ditkrent cultural
groups together with a concert came from her colleague.
MaiIa’ lb
"We want to be the role
model in the campus community," said Ho of student
development service’s. "We
talk about diversity of the
campus but we don’t celebrate."
Ho said she and Imam
See

Concert, page 3

Card collectors risk small antes for big buck potential
cost me S5.- said Carlos Trevino. a self proclaimed
sports card guru. "At first I thought it was a
gArhage pack but then I noticed I had a refractor
It may not be shooting craps, spinning the insert et Shaquille O’Neal which was k(qth about
roulette wheel or playing Blackjack, but collecting $500."
In many cases, collectors seem more like stock
sports cards and memorabilia has become similar
market speculators, as they sell their hot cards
to gambling.
According to local card store owner Tom Lifts, almost as fast as they can find them.
"Some kids are astute," I ,ibs,
some packs of sports cards can
who’s been a sports card and
cost upwards of $5 or $6 with spememorahilia collector for 20
cial insert cards reaching $2,000
or $3,000 apiece.
years, said. "They will buy the
"There has actually been a propacks at one pltux and trade the"
liferation of expensive cards,"
hot cards at another store "
said Libs, who owns Arena
"fleet cards" are u.aially rookies
Showcase in San Jose on the
with a lot of potential or stars
Alameda. "When I was a kid
who produce tor their team ..eser
packs were $5 each. Now card
in and year out.
companies put out very expenLibs said it is the insert cards
sive stuff with scarce inserts."
which make the packs worth so
Most serious collectors know
much Companies sprinkle a few
what to look for and will buy the
"he et players" as inserts hoping te
packs, which usually hold about
draw e.dlectors to the scarce
eight to twelve cards, in the hope
cards
of getting those cards which are
"But you have to know who is
Carlos
Trevino
worth money.
hot and who is not," 24 -year-old
"When I open the packs I usucard collector Tipper said. "If you collect stuff
ally know exactly what card I
that is not current or up to date
want to get," said Larry Tipper,
you might be wasting your time."
So who’s hot and who’s not"
Division of Technology major. "Some of the inserts
only come one in every 50 packs, so it is extremeAccording to Lilts. at this time of’ the year, kids
ly lucky when you get them."
are into basketball and football. Libs said a couThose who get lucky can sometimes find them- ple of basketball’s hot players are Michael Jordan
selves holding a card that is worth hundreds of of the Chicago Bulls and Koh(’ Bryant of the Los
dollars.
Angeles !Akers.
"I bought a pack of Tops Finest last year that
See Sports cards, page 3
By Doug Burkhardt
Staff Writer

"At first I thought
it was a garbage
pack but then
noticed I had a
refractor insert of
Shaquille O’Neal
which was worth
about $500."

Misr O’Leary/ Spartan l)ntly
Ed Javier, a sports memorabilia collector from San Jose, browses through autographed hockey
cards at The Arena Showcase with the assistance of owner Tom Libs Arena Showcase is located at
841 The Alameda, about 2 blocks from the arena
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University education provides benefits far beyond obvious skills
that the tools
o
W,-aid
i ld instruction one
receives in college. are
het useful in everyday life9
ly friends say the main reason they don’t go to college is
that titS already have the tools
they need to succeed.
Well. college has supplied me
%k it h a lot of things that are beneficial inside and outside the
walls of San Jose State
University.
At"- -,tart with my five-inchEncyclopedic
t hick Webster
linahridged Dictionary I got last

Christmas. This monster hardback serves as a super step ladder for those out of reach objects
at the top of my closet. The oversize book also comes in handy
when I need to balance a hot
plate or bowl of food on my lap
while watching television. I even
use it to flatten those pesky spiders that sneak across my floor
(even if it does leave unsightly
yellow spots on the cover).
Did you know that you can
use your textbooks in the summer?
When all my friends trek out

kept me warm for
to the beach, we love
quite a while. They
to have bonfires.
burn almost as well
While everyone else
as those Prestone
goes out in the bushlogs from Safeway.
es to find wood and
Next time, I am
branches, I turn to
thinking maybe my
my cluttered trunk
local politics reader
where I store those
or my lab book from
worthless, old textgeography will do
books.
nicely.
The last time we
Many students
had a fire at the DOUG BURKHARDT
use their computers
coast, I believe the
pages from "Principles of Public to type term papers, finish
Relations" and "Milestones and homework or work on other class
Mass Communication Research" assignments. In the beginning,

that’s why I bought my computer too.
When I was a freshman, I
thought a computer was imperative to success in higher education. Now, years later as a
senior, I find myself playing
video games, checking sports
scores and looking at a few
naughty web pages I shouldn’t
with my computer.
Even mathematics is essential in everyday life.
I admit that the relationships
between figures and numbers
are boring, but these relation -

This guest editorial was written by Mark
Mukenzw, staff writer for the Daily Texan,
l’nwersity of Texas at Austin’s newspaper.

Opinion page policies
Renders are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor or Campus Viewpoint
A Letter to the Editor ins 200-word response to en issue or
punt of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily
A Compile Viewpoint in a 450-word essay on current campus,
political or social issues
Subminnioroi become the property of the Spartan Doily and
may he edited for clarity. grammar, libel and length
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Sperten Daily Office in Dwight Rental Hall Room 209, sent by fax
to ,4004/ 924-3217 or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,
Si boot nr Joumalism and Moen Communications, San Joe, State
thaven.ity, On, Washington Square, San Jose, CA 96192-0149
Ef111/01.1111 are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Publinhed opinions and ndyertiaementa do not nee...eerily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mess Communications or SJSU.

More pointers about the ‘Guy Card’
T est week I introduced the
1-4mincept of the "Guy Card."
In the past week there has
been much debate among people
in the newsroom and people I’ve
met around campus about ’The
Guy Card."
Let me clarify a few things
before I continue: First, the card
is an ongoing process always subject to review. Second, I am not
the ultimate authority. People
have come to me looking for
answers that, frankly, I don’t
have. The topics I bring ’up are
merely suggestions that I find
manly, they aren’t all the things
that make us guys. Which brings me to more
"Guy Card" ideas.
Red meat. Dennis Leary said it best: "Being
a vegetarian is a choice, eating meat is an
instinct." The staple of every male diet has to
include either a nice juicy hamburger or a great
big steak Red meat must be eaten at least once
a week, preferably more. (Bonus: 50 points for
every red meat item you consume.)
Eating red meat naturally brings me to the
sport of men: Barbecue. Every red-blooded male
has to know how to "cue it up." When I was single, I lived off barbecued food. I ’cued in the rain
or the dead of winter, it didn’t matter. The only
time I didn’t eat barbecue was when I ordered a
pizza. (Penalty: 500 points for not knowing how
to barbecue. Bonus: 100 points per ’cue session.
500 points for barbecuing in the rain.)
A question was asked concerning "Melrose
Place," "Beverly Hills 90210" and "Party of
Five." Yes, you lose points if you watch it. But if
you do so while "trying to get some’ you gain
points. (Penalty 50 points per episode. Bonus:
250 points if it works.)
That leads into the next topic: Kissing (or
whatever) and telling. Men don’t do it. Your conquests are exactly that. If you want props for
getting laid that’s one thing, but describing, in

SPARTAN DAILY
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Thanksgiving’s real
story leaves little
to be thankful for

Editorial
the wake of 1996 election fund-raising
In(liaises, campaign finance reform advocates
in Congress attempted to pass a bill grant rug sweeping regulatory powers to the Federal
Flection Cononission. When Congress recon), -lies next January, these politicians will once
guiiu try to transfer extraordinary powers to
(igency that has a history of trampling free
speech rights.
l’he most preposterous example: the EEC’s
suit against the Central Long Island Tax
Re6)rin Immediately Committee. This associt mu circulated pamphlets which reported the
vet iiug record of a local congressman and made
r the group’s stand against higher taxes.
In 1978, the FEC filed suit against this
grump, claiming it had "advocated the
IX) ress election or defeat" of a federal email e wit Iii nit registering with the EEC or placing a disclaimer on the pamphlet. A una nimot is en lionc court of the U.S. Second Circuit
Court of Appeals tossed out the EEC’s case.
The judge warned that government bureaucracies "created to scrutinize the content of
political expression almost ineluctably come to
vii ’IV unrestrained expression as a potential
’evil to be muzzled."
It is illegal for corporations to advocate the
election or defeat of a federal candidate. But
ni.ws organizations, for free speech reasons,
regulation.
this
arm’ exempted
from
Apparently. the EEC cannot comprehend this
except ion.
Even comressmen are wary of the
ceminission’s wrath, lest they spend too much
money advocating their ideas. Senator Ted
Stevens, R -Alaska, postponed his daughter’s
wedding in 197S to prevent the FEC from
labeling it a campaign event.
If stricter campaign finance reform laws are
passed, the EEC will be responsible for their
enfOrcement ’Fa give this agency more power
so they can scurrilously harry civic-minded citizens and groups is unconscionable in a free

ships have been fundamental in
my learning experiences. How
else could I convert touchdowns
to total scores, beer cases to individual bottles and pizza pies to
single slices. I owe it all to algebra.
Yes, I am forever in debt to
the university for the education
I’ve received. I just wonder if
there is a lucrative position out
there which requires the expertise I have accrued along the
way.
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detail, the blow-by-blow (pun
intended) of what happened is
not cool. (Bonus: 100 points for
making whopee. Penalty 300
points for being a big mouth.)
While I’m on a subject everybody loves, let’s talk about
pornos... I mean adult films.
Watching pornos is neither a
good thing nor a had thing. There
are, however, certain times and
places for viewing. Watching one
lady is perfectly acceptable, in, fact, it is encouraged. Be
careful about watching one with
other guys. The only time it is
allowed is when you either A) are
at a bachelor party or B) are at a strip club.
There are no exceptions. (Bonus: There is no
bonus for pornos (you are expected to watch
them). Penalty: 1500 points for being with a
buddy and viewing a porn tape.)
Shopping instead of watching a hallgame is
a definite no-no. The only exception is when you
are trying to impress a woman. (Penalty: 100
points per shopping trip. Exception: You are
allowed two waivers per relationship.)
A last word on non -manly things. Coloring
your hair (Penalty 250 points unless it’s a
punk-type color.) Using nicknames out in public. (Penalty: 50 points per use of the name.)
Finally, the issue of bedding. Your wife/girlfriend can pick most anything to decorate the
house except sheets. You must draw the line at
bed linens. There is to be no satin sheets and
absolutely no pink linen. (Penalty 100 points
per night in the offensive linen.)
Remember, you, as a man, can decide the
fate of your fellow men. Be honest, sometimes
brutally honest, about mens’ issues. Keep up
the good work and be manly.
Aaron Williams is a Spartan Daily Senior Staff
Writer. His column appears every Tuesday.

people across the nation will join together
with their families and friends to celebrate
Thanksgiving. For most of us, the holiday
symbolizes a time of love, happiness and family
togetherness.
However, the truth
about the Thanksgiving
holiday, according to
several sources found
on the Internet, is that
it was written into existence by the governing
council of Charlestown,
Massachusetts to celebrate the victorious
they ALLISON K. WRIGHT
when
day
slaughtered the Pequot Tribe in 1675.
In grade school almost every student is taught
the Pilgrims set foot at Plymouth Rock on Dec. 11,
1620. The story goes on to include that when 102
pilgrims stepped off the Mayflower, 42 of them did
not survive the long winter months because of bad
weather. When the cold winter passed, the
remaining colonists decided to celebrate with a
feast along with 91 Indians who helped the
Pilgrims survive their first year.
These are the lies most young Americans are
told when they are starting their scholastic journeys. Memories of my second grade teacher telling
the class Indians helped the Pilgrims build cabins
and hunt for food are still vivid in my mind. For
those of you who still have this altered view of how
Thanksgiving was created, it is time you learned
the truth...
Seven hundred men, women and children of the
Pequot tribe, gathered for their "Annual Green
Corn Dance," a Thanksgiving celebration in an
area now known as Groton, Connecticut. While the
tribe danced and sang together, they were
attacked by mercenaries of the English and Dutch.
The Indians were forced to leave the area. As they
began to leave, they were shot down. The rest of
the Indians who managed to escape were rounded
up and then burned alive.
After the Europeans killed off the Pequot tribe,
the
governing
council
of Charlestown,
Massachusetts, in a unanimous vote, instructed
the town clerk to proclaim June 29 as a day of
Thanksgiving. They wrote up a proclamation that
literally celebrated the fact that they had gotten
rid of tribe.
It is important people know most books and
educators are only telling half the truth about the
history of Thanksgiving. Leaving out the story
about the Pequot Indians makes the white man
look like they treated the Indians with respect
when, in fact, the shedding of a tribe’s blood is now
celebrated as a national holiday.
Allison K. Wright is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Northern Ireland article lacked touted ’balanced reporting’
Iwould like to make a few points
about the article Friday regarding
the presentation made by Peter
Reid of the British Consulate Office.
Journalistically, I must take serious
exception to what, frankly, I consider to
be naive reporting at best. This article,
though touting the increased balance in
major newspaper reporting of the troubles in Northern Ireland, was lamentably lacking in any such virtue.
The Irish question is one that is centuries old; as such Shayda Fathipour
might have done a little bit of homework
before writing this piece. Ireland did not
split in 1921 as a result of "the fighting
between Protestants and Catholics" as
stated in the article. I can only hope that
this is your journalist’s misguided
assessment of the freedom by fighting
British threes, and not as a result of secular conflict. The apparent absence of
research notwithstanding there was
also a complete failure to report the con-

ditions of Northern Ireland fairly or
accurately. First and foremost, the IRA
is not the only terrorist group operating
in Northern Ireland. There are equally
rabid Protestant terrorist organizations
that are killing Irish. Why was this
omitted? Was it because of your journalist’s lack of preparation and research, or
was it because Mr. Reid neglected to
mention this fact? Whatever the reason,
this omission is a serious error and
throws every assertion of the article into
doubt.
Secondly, Sinn Fein is not a "Catholic
terrorist organization." It is a political
party recognized in general elections.
Again, either your journalist was not up
to the task or Mr. Reid’s presentation
was flawed. I am not here to split political or semantic hairs, but the use of the
sobriquet "terrorist" is completely inappropriate.
Thirdly, I must take umbrage at the
sole reliance on the British Information

Services for background information on
the situation in Northern Ireland. The
British government has a long history of
censorship toward any sort of Irish
Republican ideas or speech. In this
light, it is useless to base this article
entirely on such a source. I am at a loss
to understand why your journalist
looked to the British government to
quantify an ideology that is at odds with
its own.
Finally, one of the salient points the
article attempts to make is the balanced
attitude of newspapers in general about
Northern Ireland. Based on this article,
one would get the impression that this
is a lopsided balance indeed. I know
that the Daily is a student newspaper
and as such I will chalk this up as a
learning experience; an experience
which I hope the journalist will not
repeat.
Andy Mast :
History
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Sports cards: Collections include local, national teams
Continued from page 1
In football, Ube said collector’s have always
liked Jerry Rice and Steve Young of the 49ers, but
Tampa Bay’s Warrick Dunn and Oakland’s
Napoleon Kaufman are also growing in popularity.
Along with football and basketball, San Jose’s
local hockey attraction draws its fair share of collectors in the Bay Area.
"There are quite a few students at San Jose
State University that are Shark fans," Libs said.
"They save cards and Shark memorabilia."
Libs said SJSU students come by often
because of his close proximity to the San Jose
Arena which serves as the home to the San Jose
Sharks. Libs has also had Sharks players auto-

graph sessions to bring in customers.
"I’ve brought in 15 to 20 Shark players over the
past three years," Ube said. "I brought in Jeff
Friesen, Andre Nazarobe and even Artus Irbe."
Like gamblers, many collectors find themselves draining their finances in search of the elusive jackpot.
"Packs of cards have become super expensive,"
Tipper said. "I am always looking to fill the holes
in my sets, but I have spent half of my paycheck
in card stores to come up with nothing. I can’t
even afford some of the brands that I used to collect."
Tipper said he has a lot of unwanted "garbage"
that he has accumulated over the years.
"Sometimes you get ’the fever’ like gambling
and can’t stop buying packs until you get the card

you’re looking for," Tipper said. "After buying
pack after pack a lot of unwanted cards stack up.
I have boxes of sports stuff at my house and at my
dad’s"
This is common with sports collectors.
"A lot of collectors are out hoping to turn a
quick profit," Libs said. "But if your not sharp you
could get burned."
According to Libs, the card companies and collectors have changed drastically over the years.
"Prior to 1989 there were only three (card)
manufacturers," he said. "Most of the business
was for vintage cards, which were alternative
investments to stamps and coins."
Times have definitely changed. Now there are
dozens of card companies, all fighting for collectors’ money.

Ethics Bowl: Teamwork for solutions
Continued from page 1
Mateo said the ethics competitions are different than debating
because the ethics teams do not
argue issues against each other;
they simply are called on to give
what is called a "solution." A
solution is an ethical dilemma
that is randomly selected from a
list of 25 ethical issues.
At the Ethics Bowl, the team
will select one or more individuals to find the solution to a question that can only be answered
with ethical philosophical reasoning. Next, the team has five
minutes to answer the solution
by incorporating each factual element so there are not any holes
in the argument.
As the ethics teams are speaking, a panel of judges will critique each team with a 1-to-10
ating system. The team with the

most points wins.
"Before the competition, we
receive a list of 25 questions that
all the team members from each
school study thoroughly," Mateo
said. "You always have to study
every dimension to the ethical
questions by when you are called
to speak you can argue every
point with clarity"
The Regional Ethics Bowl at
Chico State will be the first competition that only includes
schools from California. SJSU
student Ben TenCate, said he
joined the team because it is a
fun way to open up a person’s
mind to ethical and moral issues.
TenCate will be joining approximately five other team members
to participate in the Chico State
competition.
"I am involved in the ethics
team because I like advancing

thought. When people get together and analyze an ethical problem, it will further the cause,"
TenCate said.
He said he does not think a
team member can ever fail at the
competitions because ethical
philosophies are not judged on
personal opinions about the
question; they are critiqued on
how the different elements of the
argument are presented in a prepared speech.
Tonya Radriguez, an SJSU
student and ethics team member, said she has always been
outspoken when it comes to
moral and ethical philosophies
about life. She points to her years
in religious school as a factor.
"I noticed when you are arguing you are the person who
decides what opinions you want
to believe in. I don’t just want to

Thanksgiving:

have a blind acceptance about
life, which is believing things the
church tells you to believe,"
Radriguez said.
She said if ethical and moral
issues are not expressed, they
become stagnant in society.
"Most of us in the team are
members of the Philosophy
Department and we all enjoy
exploring different dimensions in
moral dilemma," Radriguez said.
Bill Shaw, who is the chair of
the Philosophy Department and
oversees the ethics team, said
the team is good for students
who want more out of their
scholastic journey than just
attending classes.
"This is a great opportunity
for students to gain critical
thinking skills and it is an activity that also gives them personal
growth," Shaw said.

Concert: Vietnamese music at SJSU
Continued from page 1
share the same passion to offer
studying abroad programs and
also to provide opportunities to
get different groups together. Ho
said with San Jose State
University having such a large
Vietnamese student population,
a concert featuring Vietnamese
musicians seemed natural.
’rhe concert featured Duc
fluy, a singer, composer and pro-

ducer. One of the singers was
his wife, Mi Hanh, an SJSU
graduate.
Hanh said one of her dreams
was to come back to San Jose
and stand on the stage of her
own school in front of her
friends and family to perform.
Helping with the concert was
a good learning experience, said
Kimberly Powers, an African
American student. She thought

music, people and the dresses
were reflected of the culture.
"I can’t understand the Ianguag.:. but it sounds really pretty," Powers said.
Imara said the concert
became a good lesson to teach
different cultures to students in
the program.
"This is introducirtg.1something they will experience when
they go to Africa," Imara said.

"My dad collects a lot of old cards," Tipper said.
"But since I don’t already have some, it would be
like opening a whole new can of worms. Plus people aren’t out there looking for old has-beens.
These days collectors want young stars."
According to Libs, the future of card collecting
may become shaky because card companies have
flooded the market with their products and are
now trying to reverse the effect.
"Card companies recognize that they put out
too much," Libs said. "So now they put out (new
packs) on a limited basis. They don’t ship to
department stores like Walgreens and Longs
Drugs as much anymore."

Ho said she doesn’t know how
many people came to the concert or how much money was
raised. But, regardless, she still
considers the concert a success
because it brought the two
groups together.
The majority of the audience
was Vietnamese, but "if it
reached one individual," Ima:a
said, "it was the first step."

Continued from page 1
Kennedy says this year
they expect more because of
some of the effects of welfare
reform.
Most of the food for the dinners is being donated, along
with some helping hands.
"It’s all volunteer run,"
Kennedy said. "This year there
were 250 volunteers. It takes a
lot of volunteers to make this
run smoothly. We’re very excited. We have some very good
people helping."
before
weeks
The
Thanksgiving are also when
the local food banks start their
drives for donations.
Julie Scopazzi if the Second
Harvest Food Bank said the
bank is currently in the middle of its holiday food drive.
The goal this year is to bring
in six million pounds of food
and 18,000 turkeys.
The unfortunate thing,
Scopazzi said, is that the food
will arrive too late.
"You can’t give out a turkey
that’s been brought in the day
Thanksgiving,"
before
Scopazzi said. "These things
take a couple days to thaw out.
Most of these will be given out
as Christmas turkeys"
The other frustrating thing
for these organization is that
and
Thanksgiving
while

Christmas come and go, the
need for food doesn’t.
To emphasize that, Second
Harvest’s slogan this year is
"Hunger Never takes a
Holiday." Scopazzi said organizations use this time of the
year to bring in the money
that will support them all year
long.
"We collect the money now
and spend it in July," Scopazzi
said.
The problem is the same for
volunteers.
"We get a lot of people who
for
volunteer
want
to
Thanksgiving," said Ernie
Pacioni, a volunteer with
Martha’s Kitchen, "but after
(the holidays), that’s when it’s
hard for us to get people."
Martha’s Kitchen will serve
and
Tuesday
on
food
Wednesday and expects about
400 people, 100 more than the
kitchen sees in a regular week.
In a year, the Kitchen serves
about 40,000 meals a year.
While it takes a lot of work
to serve 40,000 meals a year,
all the volunteers said it was
rewarding.
"You see the best humanity
has to offer on a daily basis,"
Scopazzi said. "You feel amazing. You see the amazing
donors and the grateful recipients."

Flubber captures all ages
By Doug Burkhardt
;toff Writer

Sure it’s silly, unbelievable
and has a plot as thick as a piece
of paper, but it’s "Flubber".
In the new film "Flubber,"
Robin Williams and company do
, what few filmmakers can
they captivate the hearts and
imaginations of kids and reach
adults as well.
"Flubber" is a giggly update
of the Jerry Lee Lewis classic
"The Absent Minded Professor."
Similar to classics "Willy
Won ka and the Chocolate
Factory" and "Mary Poppins,"
"Flubber" is geared toward children. And like these classics,
"Flubber" will also appeal to
open-niinded adults.
While "Flubber" may not
become one of America’s most
revered movies, it could quietly
become one of it’s most creative.
Robin Williams plays Phillip
Brainerd, an overworked and
absent-minded
inventor.
Brainerd finds himself on the
brink of a scientific breakthrough. However, the time he
devotes to his invention costs
him the one thing he truly loves
in life: his fiancØ Sarah (Marcia
Gay Harden).
Brainerd accidently discovers flying rubber, better known
as "(lubber" when one of his
inventions explodes. He uses
the propulsive polymer to save
his relationship with Sarah and
his alma mater Medfield
University, which is bankrupt
and on the brink of closing.
Tired of Brainerd’s constant
neglect, a jilted Sarah spends
an evening with the wrong man

FIIIBBFR
MIRTH: Les Mayfield
CAST: Robin Williams, Marcia
Gay Harden, Christopher
McDonald and Whit Whaton

PIANOS DATE
TIMM:

Nov. 26

AMC Saratoga 14

Brainerd’s former partner
and best friend.
Enter Wilson (Christopher
McDonald)
who
stole
all
Brainerd’s ideas in the past. With
his mind on more than science,
Wilson sets his sights on Sarah.

MOVIE REVIEW
***
He makes Sarah a bet over
the basketball game between
Rutland, a team of titans, and
Medfield, a group of pipsqueaks. If the Rutland squad
wins, Sarah must spend a
romantic weekend with him.
Most of the laughs surface
while Brainerd irons out the
kinks
in
his
invention.

Audience members erupted in
laughter watching the Flubber
Wilson accidently swallows pinball around his innards and
shoot out his ass. It’s like a
rocket having a bowel movement.
Brainerd finally tames his
creation, tacking it onto the
soles of the basketball teams’
shoes. The nerds start dunking
and dribbling like never before.
Without a doubt, "Fliibber" is
one of those Disney movies with
a fun plot.

c TAP Plastics

N

Is Now Hiring

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED

Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
$3,000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

We have a part-time position
in our Blossom Hill store for
someone who enjoys people
and want, to learn more
about plastics.
Training is provided. Plastic
experience is not required.
TAP employees enjoy competitive pay, advancement
opportunities, profit sharing
plan, and other benefits.
Great experience for graphic,
art, and design majors.
Apply In p
TAP Plastics
1008 Blossom Hill Road
San Joao, CA 95123
TAP I..A Moral Oppmtunity 1140.yer
vs#1

Give The Precious Gift Of Life
EGG DONATiON PROGRAM needs healthy women
between 21 and 32 years of age. Experience the reward and
satisfaction of enabling another woman to conceive. If you
are of Caucasion, Asian, East Indian, Iranian or other ethnic
cultures, you may help others of your ethnic background who
would otherwise remain childless. All inquiries are confidential. Financial compensation is $2500.

1,7 I

L.

Contact: Kristin (510) 867-1800

Bay Area Fertility Medical Groupt
5601 Norris Canyon Rd, Ste 300
San Ramon, CA 94533

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
SPARTAN

SHOPS

A CAMPUS BENEFIT ORGANIZATION

Don’t be a Turkey!!
Come to the

GOBBLER SALE
at
The Spartan Bookstore.
Monday November24th
through
Wednesday November 26th.
Savings o’plenty
on gifts, clothing, supplies
and miscellaneous other goodies.

r-

F-Ftaa

A Taste of Thailand
Lunch Specials $4.95

SUBWAY’
BOV JOS 6 inch sandwich

roda medium drink,
gvi a second 6 inch sandwich of
$,Itial Or lesser value for f SEF
Eluseri
Towc

15% OFF DINNER
San at Ins St.
All or fax HOS) 288-56-6
1

roe Delivery
L from I,. 10 pin Min $ 10

r-

25 Selectiur is to choose from! Served
with steamer] f 1Lf$, soup & eggroll. Vegetarian menu available. Outside caterings Private room up to 70 customers.
this ad
Exp. 11/30/97
118 E. Santa Clara rE3twn 3rd & 4th)
Downtown San Jose 885-9129 j

$1.00 off

1

I any Speed .1, c

wi

I

SPEECISTWFIM

Specially SolodsSa,
Potatoes Frozen Vogul; If.,
Soup, Chili & Baked I:

86 SOUTH 1ST ST.
(corner of Son Fernando)

Ask about our

For speedier Sf$11/5e, phone II in 283 0997
fax it in 283 0909

D I RECTORY
CHINESE CUISINE -FOOD TO GO
Maridarii & Szechuan *Lunch and Dinner
Box Lunch to Go
*Catering ftvailable
ir-

tPV
tra
131 F. Jocks(w Ctrcct

te

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
OPEN 111111 V
II: iN 9:110

2 9.1-3 3 0 3 or 9 9 8-94? 7

laylor
Jackson
Empire
Washington
Julian
St James
St. John
Santa Clara
San Fernando
San Antonio
San Carlos
S.ui Salvador
Williams
Itred

0Sublvaq
alSan Jose
T.7 Holostic Health
Care
10 Speedsters

6
SJSU

$ I Chinese last
Food

asp.? clo!

vq,

@Moors Z0001111
.
(1 6S11 ii. Sao I
San Jose, all err
Par Ill 515$ lii Sant A
roll

.7

Ranh Mai
Brena Hotel
485 1 lire 111JOIPAA,
Ualley Part 11055
SII$0.$5, I re$4

151

rJ
iltiregpso I Sell liana’ 1.’11:: I I

ef%

Get a Room!!
w/ Student II)

i..ISO11.141011$1i.nit

II I, ol$IN ti

$
S$ 14 14

Moon. In

cull

..kr.

I 1.11,111 /1$ Aim Ckitt
108 194 -(02

V$1 I

One or two pervon
1 inv. In-Room

Jae
/64,, Bed,
tree !hp, mudditq

lulu( te$2

A 95 I 12
WW.1101ille health.cmn
1011 }OW (

Arena Hotel
817 The Alameda,
San Jose
(408) 294-6500
12 II 9$ (Met not gold woh Any

CHINFSE
FAST
FOOD

1630W. San Carlos
San Jose
(408)187-5876

813 Pacific Ave.
Santa Cruz
(408)423-8500

www.antalueinfo.com/moonz000m/mz.htm.

11111

4.

27’’ 1.’sI’(1?

.Express Massage

,a,

Valley Park Hotel

24414 Stevens Creek Blvd.
1408) 293-5000
tree Parking
lire. 11 11, 4111

’,hp, 1,..,$.$115..111$ u$,Ille ,vo h

BUY 1
EGGROLL
GET 1 FREE
C,,
101$1

Located on the corner of
S. 10th & William
Open 7 days a week I I am-9orn

LASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
maim no dim for products as
menaces advertised below nes Is
then wry illimunees belled. The
dessIlled ohms dem Spartan
Didly emit el pad adverWing
mid awing" me not aparovad or
veffiled by the nevapaper.

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING JOIMI The Mbeelen Wow
is now hiring bright, dynamic people
to teach SAT preparation courses.
Part time. Starting pay $16 hourly.
Call after 3prn. 16W.2-REVIEW.

SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T salad sandwich servers
11:00am - 3:00pm Mon.-Fri.
Energetic & Friendly. Apply at
86 South First/San Fernando.
CITIUNK PAGING & CELLULAR
seeks full/part time sales
person, data entry, customer
service & electronic technicians.
Call 408-453-7243 or
Fax resume 408-441-9988.

SALES
Tired of the same old thing?
Looking for an exciting and new
challenge? The Seri Jose SaberCats
have the job fcr you!! The SaberCats
TEACHERS high quality, licensed are looking for individuals to join
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12 our outside sales team. If you are
year olds.
interested in a chance to join a
Flex PT/FT positions
team that is on the rise. allows you
Days, Eve, Weekends
the freedom to develop a protected
Min 6 ECE required
territory, and gives you a chance
Team environment
to learn sports marketing with a
Benefits available
growing team, in a growing sport,
Call Corp Office 2607929.
then give us a call now! Our outside sales reps are motivated,
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
energetic and willing to work hard
P/T - Dement ary Schools.
to succeed. Interested? FAX your
Degree &CAA:lento’ NOT Requital. resume to 408-573-5588 then
Opportunity br Teaching Experience. call 406.5715577 to schedule an
Need Car.
interview with the Orector of Sales.
Vase Pitit (403) 287-4170 at 408
ECE/AAE
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Ecticatico Arrard through Americaps
NOW ACCEpnrso APPUCAT1ONS at the San Jose Conservation
for the following positions:
Corps. Seeking self-motivated
individuals to work with at risk"
Receptionist
youth for year-long positions. HO
Sales
Customer Service Assistants
school diploma required & ability
Call Now! 408.244-9100
to get Class B [’cense. $6.25 hourly
plus benefits. Full-Part-Time. Call
MOVIE THEATRE
Joe 408/2834164. E0(.
Now hiring for all positions.
Flexible hours. Opportunity for
IMMEDIATE OPENiNCISe
Achancernent. Apply at:
Receptionist, Office Clerk
AMC Saratoga 14, 700 El Paseo
Sales, Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
de Saratoga, San Jose 95130.
Warehouse Clerk
871-2277
Call 408/9428868
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED or fax to 408/9428280
Electron" Staffing Services, EOE
Close to campus.
Mornings. Afternoons or Full-time 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit tentless Ave.
$7/hr. arid up. 2-5 year Ors.
Hlgfr quality center.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
571 N. 3rd St.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Lauren 286-1533.
Elem. school -age recreation
PART-TIME JR. AMAIN $13.00 program, P/T from 2-6pm, M F
Afternoons- General Clerical, Basic dunng the school year. Some P/T
knowledge Word-ExcelPowerpoint morning positions available from
Contact Susan (408) 6531515 - approx. 7arn-11am. F/T during
summer camp. XInt salary. no
Phone or (408) 6531855 Fax.
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation. Call knit at 354-8700
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
x223. (Not available school year?
Call for summer employment:
Graves, Swings and Weekends
Law key job sites
lifeguards & camp leederst
Will train
Abcom Private Security
$1500 WEEKLY potential maileg
406247.4827
a: Oculars. No Experience Req. Free
risrmetaipticlet Call 4107838272.
AIDE FOR DISABLED 37 year
old in his pleasant PA home. PUBLIC RELATIONS - Brand new
Personal care, some free time. San Jose office, needs outgoing
1 night. $11/hour. tornicrieled peciale. ’Icy expo:vie-ye
Sundays
1-650-568-1225.
& our training program provide an
alternative to the usual dead-end
pbs. Call for appt 408/267-4988
OFFICE ASSISTANT PT:
San Jose contract design firm
seeks a responsible & organized POOD SERVICE *ESPRESSO BAR
office assistant. Duties include 11011DNI3 FT & PT positions avail
handling incoming calls, adminis- in a busy family style restaurant.
trative activities and assisting All shifts available, flex hours.
design staff. Fax resume to $8-$8.50/hr to start. 7339446,
408/441-2129.
ask for Julia or Wendy.
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BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
ECE STUDENTS & DEC. GRADS:
Join the teaching team at our
corporate sponsored work-site
child care center at Good Sam
Hospital! Great benefits 8, tuition
assistance. FT & PT positions
available. ECE units & experience
required. NAEYC accredited. FAX
resume to 408-559-2619 or call
408-5582453.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Co. car +
students provided. Most work avail.
after school & Minds. Rewires H.S.
grad, clean DMV. Good health &
cormkncalion skies. 408/9717557

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.

COME TO WHERE TliE DREAD is
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
outgoing individuals to join our
team as Bussers, Sales Clerks.
Supervisors, and Assistant Managers 55-512 hourly, no experience necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose.
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale. 94086, Call:
426-774-9000 crFac 408523-9810

FRUITS & PASSION is a specialty
boutique which offers a line of high
%arty Irfeelyte procicts for bpi* care,
home ambiance and the gourmet.
We are seeking qualified individuals
to fill our sales manager and sales
associate positicris teas new store
Vafay Fat. Permanent & seasonal,
FT 8, PT available. Please contact
Aden Annstrong0296-17170 MOW

PAY FOR YOUR EDUCATIONI
Young telecommunications co.
seeking self-starters P/T; Call:
888/485-2158. Leave name.
phone no., time to call you back:
day preferred for interview.

DRIVERS FOR FOOD DELIVERY
Needed ASAP
Top Pay + Great Tips!
FT/PT flexible schedule
Own car. 408/291-0514.
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
6-9 hrs weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
program. Backgournd in Speech,
Psychology, Special Ed or OT
desired. Experience preferred.
510-515 per hour. Call Kevin
(415) 827-9310 or Shari (408)
2942712.
JOBS AVAILABLE? Ten. FT/PT
Work as receptionist,
Arfrnin. Assist. Ship/Rec.
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Ceftlfled Personnel. 7491570.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose
area. AM and PM hours available.
Get great experience working
with children! Units in Psych, Soc.
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call
406.379-3200 ext 21.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 48 school
seeks resoonsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No EL.E units are
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
LONG TERM PARTMME ADMIN.
516.00-518.00. Phones, calendaring, travel. expenses MS
Office, 5 years exp. Mac. Contact
Susan (408) 6531515 - Phone or
(408)6531855 - Fax.
DIRECTORS. TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school-age child
care centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Full &part-time positions available,
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology,
Sociology andAY Physical Education.
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408291-8894 for more information
and locations.

PHONE:

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed
for loan office. Advance quickly.
Flexible schedule/afternoons, Call
Mike at 261-1323.
COPY OPERATOR- High Speed &
Color. Some Bindery work. Experience preferred, but will train. Full
or part-time evenings. Must be
reliable. orgainzed, detail oriented. enjoy fast paced environment
& have "Team Plajer " Attitude. Fax
resume to: 408/277-0706 or
apply in person at AnzaGraphix
2 ri Market St (downtown San Jose)
408/277-0700.
WORK AT HOME
WE NEED HELP
#1 Health & Nutrition Company
Looking*, helpwith local, National.
& international MANSION.
*Founded in 1980
*Shoes Put10/ Traded on NAST
*50 States & 36 foreign countries
*Sales of $1.2 Billion by 2000
’No minimum sales quotas
*No territorial restrictions
Part-Tme $500-81500
Full-Time $1500 to $5000
*Work from Home Apt or Dorm
*FULL TRAINING
No experience necessary
"Qualify for paid vacations
CALL NOW (408) 345-7000
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-29. healthy.
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of fife!
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
Bcrus for Chnese & Japatese doros.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9996
STUDENTS NEEDED
Earn while you Learn Program.
Have all your expenses paid,
while you go to school.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
Graduate with 6-figure income.
Call recording (408) 271-6993.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

ELECTROLYSIS CUM.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.

21DRIA. AMMON - $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

19138 TOYOTA TERCEL EZ, under
77k r(1.Au main!, records. $2000.
ob o. 408/773-1382, Monica.

MEN WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perma
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount, first appt.
1/2 prize if made before 12/31/97.
VALET PARKING - P/T nights & Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
weekends for special events in Campbell Ave. 017, Campbell.
(405) 379-3500.
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
Polite, well groomed & professional
attitude only. 19 years+, 56-58 ABORTIONS BY GYNECOLOGIST
per hour + tips. Call Mike at and supportive, concerned staff.
Private practice, not a clinic.
1800625-3871.
Modern office with Ultra-Sound.
Asleep or awake, no extra fee.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Most affordable fee in Calif.
(408) 2549000 or (800)9322678.
’SPIRITUAL HEALING"
1430 AM radio 10pm Saturday DON’T WEIGIFIT1 Lase tO to 100 bs
No drugs, 100% safe, 1:). approved.
10% DISCOUNT to all STUDENTS.
www.csmonitor.com
Great study energy. 408-245-2310
Pulitzer Prize Winning
Christian Science Monitor
Including News Archives Online.

COMPUTERS ETC,

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN 1
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% -60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

?? COIMUTER PROBLEMS 7?
REPAIRS, UPGRADES. ETC.
Free Estimates. 408/924-8668

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
STUDENT SPECIAL...IASI CALLI editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
CHRISTMAS N PARIS Icr $496 rt!
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
Dec 20 Jari 02
etc. For more info, please call
800/421-7442
Dave Bolick at 510-801-9554.
EMAIL deltatours@aol.com
VISA/MesterCard. FAX. E-Mall

WORDPROCESSING

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
group projects.etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications berried/law wind. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 9724992.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects. resumes. All formats.
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser
Printer. Experienced, dependable,
quick return. Almaden/Branhem
area.Call Urda at (408) 264-4504.
Please leave message. All calls
returned promptly.

THE GNOSTIC ORDER OFCHRIST
Bible Study. Lecture & Services
Book Cafe 8, Rek Center
3483-95 So. Bascom
Sundays 6:00pm
(408)978-8034
WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subjects. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast,
friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Regular email: aclinetcorn.com
Or write: Daniel. FOB 4489. FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochirre).

TUTORING
ENGUSH TUTOR & EDITING
Experienced with Me needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica (408) 978-8034.

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
PIT WORK FOR S.ISU STUDENTS
Professional typing for your term
papers, reports, letters. etc.
WORK FOR THE SPARTAN PDX VALET PARKING Local company ’flexible hours after school
IfiSHOME COMPUTER TUTORING
looking for people. Flexible Internships and coops
8 years experience.
Upgrade, Consulting. Install, DOS,
possible for all majors
Fast - Accurate- Reliable
Perfect lob ix Morning Person! schedule. PT/Fr. Earn $8.00 to
Certain advertisements In
WP, MS Word, other applications. Windows, Win 95, Win NT, Office,
100 corporate scholarships
Start Spring Semester 1998.
$15.00 per hour. 867-7275.
these columns may refer the
Hansen’s
Business
Word.
Internet. Netscape, Int Exp.
Services
STAJTT 11117.00/HOUR
awarded annually
reader to specific telephone
Work 7am to 9am on school days WORM ’ANDO, San Jose Heart’,
408-2643507 or 408269-5156. Game on our Computers or Surf
for
numbers or addr
@ "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
kelah@earthiink.net
The
Fitness
team
the
Web
delivering
Spartan Daily to &
UP TO $12.50 TO START
Company, needs
additional Information.
Wends on campus and recycling platers to help with expansion. If you
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Avail.
Class/fled readers should be
9am-11pm. 7 days a week. Call
any papers horn the previous day. like working with people in a team *No experience necessary
reminded the, when milking
- training provided
Roy 292-3167. Store: 2676227.
MUST BE: *Dependable *Energetic atmosphere, look no further. Call
OPPORTUNITIES
these further contacts, they
*Able to lift bundles of newsPaPers. teapot: 408/ 267-4988.
*Apply at our HQ in San Jose
should require complete
Have CDL & clean DMV printout
GET PAID BIG 55$ through your TUTORIAL CENTER
Information before sending
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for Math Algebra Geometry
CA41.9799700 FOR INFORMATION
APPLY: The Spartan Daily,
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
money be goods a services.
Teens! Do it now! Free info send Statistics Trig. Calculus
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Night Bartel Hall, Rm 203or 209.
In addition, readers should
Now through Dec. 5th.
$ EARN sicru CASH $
SASE to HBB Press, 1105 Audrey Physics: Mechanics - Electric
Great for Students.
candidly Investigate el Rano
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008. Computer: Windows Msual Basic .0
up to $600/month!
offering employsnent Wings
Become a Sperm Donor.
httptfive,w12.netcom.com/-pskirn/ English: ESL - TOEFL
SNEER! PAWN toile PRONNAT
Top Pay with Mary Benefits!
orcoupons for discount
7-7.
Spanish: Hablar Leer Escribir
Recruiting a student to work 10 Calla apM riperscn. MoriSun
hbb.htm I.
Healthy males. 19.40 years old.
wicatkins or merchand I se.
hours per week for the Office of 401286-5880. 5550 Martian he.
Call: Mike 408298-7576
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
Email: mvera182880aoi.com
Student Interns to the President. Between San Cate Let Palenoor.
Work as a feast for SJSU President
1650-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30.
bared te Cad ad Poly Sme, Si.
Robert Caret, attending student
organization meetings, setting up
meetings with the President, and
forwarding student concerns to
the President. Excellent verbal
arid written communications skills
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CA1J. 408-924-3277
needed, canpubsr Hteracy desirable.
Flexible hours, $7.50 per hour.
Deadline for applications Dec. 12
by 4:00p[m in the President’s
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
Office, Tower Hall 206.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

NEED MONEY????
High -Tech Research Company
looking for telephone surveryors.
Business to business. No selling
Involved. No experience required.
Paid training 3 shifts mailable to
start immediately.
M-F 6:00 AM 12:00 NOON
M-F 7:00 AM -1:00 PM
M-F 3:00 PM - 9:00 PM
** Bilirgual positions also available
Please contact Susan IP
(40e) 653.1515 x 19
PART-11ME, HR ADMIN. $14.00.
$16.00. HR for staff of 26 Generalist. Flex hours mornings/
afternoons, 20 hours a week.
Contact Susan (408) 653-1515 Phone or (403) 6531665- Fax.
LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAL
WAIT STAFF for San Jose based
Catering Company for busy
Chnsimas Season. Call George at
CATERED TOO, 295.1563 or Fax
resume 295.1665.
GROWING...WE NEED NEVIN
Projects for VP Legal, Acctg,
Advertising. WIII show you how.
PT, 4-6 hrs+ at Pkone, $9/hour.
PT, Office Asst A Pans Runs
PT/FT Network Expert $22/hour
2 blks SJSU - Fax 298.6430.

Li[DUCICICICCUJULIJUIJUULIUCCIUIDLILILULIDLII
LIULICILICILIUULJULQUILIULILILIJLICIDUCKSJULI:1
LIULIUCILILILIUJLILILILIULLICLILLIUULKILIULICIL1

Nano

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

Frye
Days
214, rot*
$13 ON A SW.
$6e
$14
$10
Phone
$11
$13
$16
$12
Send check cr money order be
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sat Jose State University
After be filth day, rate increases by $1 per day.
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Feel line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge.
Up to 5 aciditinnel words available n bold for $3 each.
Classified desk e located in Cwinght Bentei Hall, Room 209
IN Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before pubhcation
SEMESTER RATES
III All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dotes only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (4041)924.3277

One
Two
Day
Days
3 lines
$7
$5
4 lines
$6
sa
5 linos
$7
$6e
6 lines
$lo
SS
$1 breath additional line.

Three
Days

Four
Days
611
$12
$13
514

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
GM* Messages’
Events’
Amounoements’
Lost and Found’
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be
in D6H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost it Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
HealthBeauly’
SportsThres’
insuranoe
Entertaiment’
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Scholershps

placed

in person

AUTO SERVICES

HAD AN ACCIDOB7 Need a paint
job or body work done on your car?
A CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER.
SHARED HOUSING we can help you. Call us at (408)
379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student
FOR RENT: SPACIOUS, LOVELY Discount.
room, study room & private full
WADES DYNAMIC
bathroom $500/mo. Call 322-0244.
AUTO BODY REPAIR
EVERGREDI ROOMS to rent $400 *Specializing in minor & mid-size
damage 24 hour service
$600-s-dep. LB rid. No smote, cdt.
Free pick up "Free delivery
a pets. Avail.12/1. 2749591,
Free detailing ’Free estimates
*All makes & models
’Insurance Work
CAMPUS CLUBS
Tel 408/287-8337
Pgr 408/920-1102
SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
’Where quality is a must’
January 11th - 16th. &MU Sid &
23 day service with damages
Snowboard Club. Includes flight,
that do not exceed $500 or
bus, 4 day lift ticket. 5 night stay in
repair is at no cost -FREE-.
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village, & unlimited fun. For your
E-Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
or ufs12282@emaitsjsuedu
INSURANCE

FOR SALE
PHONE CARDS 14.9 e/minute em
U.S. International calls: same
card/variable rates. Call: 408/
924-8134 or 408/997-7830.

INSTRUCTION

SERVICES

TRAVEL

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing,
Call Paul a Virginia 406251-0449.

FAX: 924-3282

924-3277

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 4082986124.

LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
*Law Down / Monthly Payments
’No Driver Refused
*Cancelled or Rejected
*Dui *Suspends License
*Accidents ’Tickets
*Immediate SR Filings
*Good Driver Crscount
’Non/Owner Operator
flpm, Monday - Sabsday
’Free Prone Quotes
*Call Us Now...
(408) 241-5400
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
-Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
30 Years Teaching Experience
-Good Student" "Fanny Multi-car"
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsicy
CALL. TODAY 2965270
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
FREE QUOTE
Professors of Piano
NO HASSLE
National Teachers Guild Assn.
NO OBUGAT1ON
National Suzuki Assn,
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting 320/itr.
Call 408-241-6662
in Santa Clara for you
FIRST FREE LESSON -INTERVIEW.

Daily
sswo
ACROSS

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
Drain
Home
Lobo
MUM IMMO MOON
Type of bean
MOON BOMOM BOUM
Sounded like
EIMOU 0000MOMOMM
Elsie
15 General Bradley
MUMOM MOM OMMMO
16 Norse god
BMW MOO
17 Sea eagles
MOW:4MM MMOODUD
18 The - the
UOMIONM IMMO MMM
merrier
MOM UMOOD MOOD
19 Huggable toy
MMU IMMO MOODMO
21 WVVII sub
22 Eggs
00000M0 DOOMMOO
time
23 Geologic
MMM DOMOM
period
OMB= MOM MUM
24 Streep or
MOMOWMOOMM 011100
Bullock
OWN MEMO IMMO
28 Some teachers
32 Ostrichlike birds
00010 IMMO MUM
33 Blue-green
35 Persian leader
36 Feel ill
2 Surr’nunded by
18 MP(71 ter ranean
37 Blunts
island
3 She opened
38 Overwhelm
box
29 Scar eti39 Color on the-4 One
-celled
30 C:ruder
French flag
anima’s
31 Outbuilding’,
41 Module
34 Yale grad
5 Make a Won,
42 Went wrong
6 A Chaplin
17 Sand hill
44 Navigator s
7 Caribou e q
40 Visionary
instrument
8 McMahon and
42 Writer
behind
46 In
Asner
Ambler
and only
48
4 Australian
43 Cardinal e
49 Help
marsupials
45 Some
50 Glad
10 Herman
47 Corporate
53 Noise from the
Melville novel
50 Skein of yari
sky
11 She had a
51 Lotion
59 Asian range
theme
ingredient
60 Speedy
12 Stew ’we;
52 Cover the
61 Rainbow
13 House site
surface of
goddess
20 Designer
53 Reddish -brown
62 PBS show
.
gemstone
St Laurent
63 Singer Cara
21 Vase
54 Newspaper
64 Remainder
23 Congers
Pa de
65 Sharp
24 Some Middle
55 Baseball team
66 Weirder
Easterners
56 Chocolate
67 Barnbi s mother
coinkie
25 Argentina s
ne ghbor
57 French river
58 Colo I MI,
26 Fa ’s ancestor
DOWN
I Team
77 Daring feat
Grand,60
1
4
9
13
14

MEM MEM= MEM.
NM= MEM MIME
WM MEM HMI
NOMMEMMEM MOM
MINI
NM
IIMMEMME MENEM
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MOM
MOM
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SPORTS
Hockey team wallops
Aztecs in third period
Tuesday. November 25. 1997
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Native tongue

III Club ice hockey
squad overcomes
early deficit to beat
SDSU 11-6 Friday
By Vic Ribeiro
Staff Writer

Mitch CartwrighU Spartan Daily
Spartan forward Kathleen Barrett drives down the baseline in an attempt to score
during her team’s 62-54 loss Friday. SJSU bounced back Monday with a 79-66 win over
Idaho. The victory was sparked by Sasha Spalding’s career-high of 25 points.

Three SJSU hockey players
scored hat tricks to help the
Spartans skate past San Diego
State University 11-6 Friday
night at the Ice Centre.
Scott
Jenkins,
Joel
Mittleman and Ryan Berry
each had the three goals as the
Spartans improved their record
to 9-3-1.
Scott Sweezey was the starting goaltender for the Spartans,
but he did not last long. The
Aztecs pounced on the Spartan
sophomore goalie and scored
four goals on seven shots during
the first period. Sweezey was
quickly replaced by Eric Lahrs
at the end of the period.
"Scott just had too much
pressure on him tonight," SJSU
coach Ron Glasow said. "That
was the first time we had him
start a game this season. He
has done a much better job
when he came in to finish off
some of the earlier games."
The Spartans managed to
only score two goals during the
first period and went into the
locker room down 4-2 after one
period of play.
Early in the second period
Berry began a career night as
he stole the puck deep in the
Aztec zone and flicked it past
the SDSU goalie to cut the
Spartans’ deficit to 4-3.
The Aztecs immediately
came back and scored their fifth
goal of the game to take another two-goal lead
Later during the second period both Mittleman and Berry
scored and the Spartans came

WAC teams dunk
swimmers in meet
Falcons, Aztecs
drop SJSI l’s swim
team to 1-5 after
Friday’s dual meet
Staff Writer

Mitch Cartwright/Spartan

Daily

SJSU swimmer Katie Kascht competes in the 200-meter breaststroke during her team’s dual meet against Air Force Academy and
San Diego State University Friday at the Aquatics Center. SJSU’s
next meet will be at the Speedo Cup Dec. 4-6 at Long Beach State
University.

Fan Na
Because you’ll have nothing
its better to do over the
Thanksgiving break, sit down
md think about &NU athletics
The Spartan Daily Sports
Department wants your letters.
Your comments about &NU
teams, coaches or articles in the
Daily are welcome Follow the
Spartan Daily’s opinion policies
on Page 2 and address your letter to Sports Editor Mike
Traphagen

The Spartan swim team
dueled it out with the Air Force
Academy and San Diego State
University on Friday and lost.
"Air Force is good," said head
coach RoseAnn Benson, "but I
thought we did real good
against San Diego, that was our
main focus."
Air Force came out first in
the meet against SJSU with a
score of 187-113, then San
Diego State defeated SJSU by a
narrower margin, 149-139.
The Spartans’ record is 1-5
overall.
Points for each event are
given to the first five finishers
and then tallied to determine
the winner.
"I was surprised I got a
point," said freshman swimmer
Tyfani Krings. "Air Force is a
really strong team, so is San
Diego."
The Spartans’ strength was
their diving as Leila Aldridge

l’oris V cation

finished first in the 1 -meter diving event and Cathy Sutton in
fifth place. Aldridge’s score from
the meet placed her as a NCAA
zone qualifier.
Elin Carlsson finished first
in the 1000- and 500-freestyle.
She was one of two Spartans
who finished first in the swimming section of the meet.
Mai Nguyen was the other
top Spartan as she finished
first in the 200-backstroke. She
also finished second in both the
100-backstroke and the 200individual medley.
Swimming
alongside of
Nguyen in the 100-back and the
200-back was SJSU’s Vivian
Lau. She came in fourth place
and then fifth place respectively.
"We swam positively as a
team as a whole, but they also
swam strong," Krings said.
The Spartans’ next meet will
be at Long Beach State
University Dec. 4-6 for the
Speedo Cup.

back to tie the game for the first
time.
Defenseman Joel Jenkins
scored a spectacular goal at the
end of the second period.
Although Jenkins was tripped
up deep in the Aztec zone, he
managed to get enough on the
puck to put it past the Aztec
goalie. His goal gave the
Spartans a 6-5 lead into the last
period of play.
The Aztecs team came back
to tie the game early in the
third period. Despite being outshot 30-10, the Aztecs tied up
the game at six when Drew
Banark scored a short-handed
goal.
To Pellegrino, who leads the
Spartans in penalty minutes
uncharacteristically caused the
Aztecs to draw a five-minute
penalty. The penalty proved to
be the deciding factor in the
Spartans’ victory.
"(Glasow) has been teaching
me discipline for the last couple
of weeks," Pellegrino said.
"When I played in St. Louis, my
role was to basically be the goon
out on the ice."
Glasow said Pellegrino has
shown much improvement since
he sat him down during the last
period of the Weber State contest.
’Powerful’ play
SJSU ended up scoring four
times during the five-minute
infraction. Berry scored what
would eventually be the gamewinning goal during the first
minute of the power play.
"I’ve been getting great passes from my linemates," B-rry
said. "I have also been try
patient with the puck lately. On
the 7-6 goal, I just waited for
the goalie to commit and then I
put it over his shoulder."
Mittleman and Jenkins also
completed their hat tricks during the Aztec five-minute penalty By the time the power play

Ryan Berry,
following his hat trick

was over, the Spartans had
taken a convincing 10-6 lead
half way through the third period.
Captain Danny Thebeau iced
the game for the Spartans after
he scored another power-play
goal with five minutes left in
the game to give SJSU the 11-6
victory.
Despite the Spartans being
without steady defenseman Lee
Gann, the Spartans hAd San
Diego State to 12 shots during
the entire game.
Line change
The Spartans will have to
play the rest of their games
without one of their top offensive players. Coach Glasow said
Dean Wilson decided to quit the
team after a successful trip to
Chicago.
"I was going to sit him out of
tonight’s contest against San
Diego State because he walked
out of a practice earlier during
the week," Glasow said. "He
then decided to quit the team.
Discipline has been our only
problem this year and I’m making it clear that we will correct
the problem before we hit the
national tournament."

Spikers advance in tourney
Stilt’ Writer
Jose
State
The
San
University women’s volleyball
team advanced through the
first round of the Western
Athletic
Conference
Tournament with a sweep over
New Mexico (15-11, 15-5, 15-9)
Monday at the MGM Grand
Garden Arena in Las Vegas,
Nev.
SJSU outside hitters Nicole
Hintz and Holly Froloff each
tallied 15 kills to lead their
team past the Lobos and
improve the Spartans’ record to
17-13. Junior Tanya Kamau
added 12 digs and four service
aces to help fourth -seeded
.SJSU advance to the second

round
New Mexico, the Mountain
Division’s fifth seed, was outkilled 44-32 and dropped its
record to 14-15 overall.
The Spartans will face topseeded
Brigham
Young
University at 6:30 p.m. today at
the tournament.
Fresno State University and
Utah also advanced to the second round with victories
Monday.
The Bulldogs eliminated
Texas-El Paso, the Mountain
Division’s sixth seed, 3-1 (17-16,
6-15, 15-13, 15-10). Fresno
State freshman Malin Malu led
her team with nine kills, six
assists, 10 digs and eight
blocks
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"I’ve been getting
great passes from
my linemates. I’ve
also been very
patient with the
puck lately."

We accept a variety of medical
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InDent
A Reporting Project by
Students in Journalism
A Special Supplement
to the Spartan Daily

SJSU’s ’low-level problem’ turns up trouble

Tuesday, November 25

Perceptions
of binge fuzzy

Whorn

BY NICHOLAS BOER
INDEe-fH ’97 STAFF WRITER

does
it
serve

Charles Slay for InDepth 97
_

Recent deaths spawn new strategies
BY NICHOLAS BOELi
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influence and problems with campus or local police are some of the indicated consequences.
Wechsler used a gender-specific definition of
binge drinking: five in a row for males, four for
females. A binge drinker is defined as someone
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Inside...
Governed by risk
Greeks have to put
insurance first in seting drinking policy.
Page 2

50-50 beer buy
Underage reporter
scores half the time
in campus area.
Page 6

Driving dry
Designated driving
finds advocates not
always stone sober.
Page 8

Drying out
Sobering Station gets
Job done and saves.
Page 10

Sporting stress
Pressure drives some
athletes to drink.
Page 11

Every college president knows it might
be their institution
that appears next in
the headlines.
Report to
college presidents

who drinks this much at feast once in ans given
two-week period. This definition never aught
on, however, for students who often see four or
five drinks as just warming up. An informal survey of students at San Jose State University found
that nearly 60 percent preferred the definition of
"drinking till drunk" over Wechsler’s standard.
Because student alcohol abuse is viewed as a
source ot tsmbarrasment by many colleges presidents, they are often whit-taut to admit to a problem, the presidents’ report said. It urges every
president to be, a leader on the issue and maintains that a visible and vocal role fr, in the top actually helps a university’s image.

The report lists 13 recommendations that
echo Wechsler’s suggested 12-step program for
college administrators to get out of denial and
into action. The new report places the tesponsibility on the president and eniphasizes e ommunity involvement
While differences in strategies remain, there is
a consensus for adopting a proactive and visible
«,rn
stance. Whether (leaning up in.
munities, championing the right’s of non-binge
drinkers, or using advertising to intovrrn students
of the drinking realites, the aim is to alter the "alcohol environment.’" By taking responsibility for
the environment in and out of the, classroom,
presidents can have a positive impa, t iii their student’s academic and personal
Liking responsibility for the alcohol mororr.
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relent r an also avert Ii rig
well. A 1991 paper on eollege, al, oho’ Tim. by the
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immune. to the many problems cart -al
abuse as jitt umented in the ft 1%%1,1
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appears next in the headline.,"

Drinking under review
Prevention
program

in

midst of
transition
BY NICHOLAS BOER
h,Drinfl ’97 SP/0,
11111011V ?All(lUntti,
Vice President Monica Raewe’s
interest in hinge
drinking is purely academic. AS tierstit ’-’I "L I as any
freshman, Rase tie’ has been
given an important assignment: Report to President
Robert Caret on the problem of binge drinking and
alcohol -related inc idents
iii iamp’s.
I ler appointment to
head ot student affairs wine ident with headlines in

papers nationwide of two
students from MIT and
LSU and the hinges that
killed them. Their deaths
by acute alcohol poisoning
confronted students and
parents with a clear message: Alcohol kills. Across
the country, college administrators are taking action.
" The administration is
very concerned about ale itml and binge drinking,"
said Rascocs in a recent in-

"We haves a nationally
re( (ignited program, said
Ras tie’ of PIT "We do an
excellent job at alcohol education."
lire’ PEP Center, host
ever, is in the midst of transition. Currently search
ing tor a permanent director, I’ll’ is facing a time of
dwindling tederal grants
and has just been moved
out of the administration

terV

A current grant ot
1017,000 will be gone Its I ks
cember 199ft. Rases(’ said
incorporating PEP into strident health, instead ot
leaving it as a stand-alone,
will put the center on the
right track for the future.
"We want to address it
proactively now that there
ear ’I a crisis," she said

Rascoes, who will be responsible for setting policy
on this issue, is currently
information
gathering
from many sources, including the Department of Justice, and PEP, the prevention and education program that deals with alcohol abuse at SJSU.
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handcuffs and vomit are signs of trouble.
Their appearance in the Spartan Pub on Thursday when two students, one underage, drank
to excess clearly illustrates an alcohol abuse
problem at SJSU. How seven, bingeing is, and
what action is called for, depends on whether
the perspective is from student, administrator
or recovering alcoholic.
Perceptions and alcohol affect each other
in unusual ways: The bad judgment brought
oil by the’ akohol buzz. The problem drinker’s
denial of the need for help. The misconceptions about the disease of alcoholism.
Of growing concern at SJSU is the mistaken but influential notion that heavy drinking is
the social norm.
We have a perception problem," said
SJSU’s vice president of student affairs, Monica
Rascoe in a recent inters lets. "It is the perception that students who drink is 90 percent
when it is actually half that."
This perception problem has significant
sides etteyts, according to one expert on college
drinking who has emerged as a leader in the
delmte On how to address problem college
drinkihg.

g

I didn’t realize
not everyone
was doing it.

Robert
Hernandez

Michael
I lan14., or Northern Illinois
I., iris -1,ity ,uggests ,aildents my more influences’ et what One-s think is nornial than evhat
thee think Is right or healthy. I Its proponents
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by publishing the results of
Ito taiefings.
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chrec mins to wild fraternity parties were once
,oninion sights PEP sv,irkod hard to change
that
11.1r: it Pilo, who was dire( tor of the. Pep
ciit r tr, ’in 1’10 until e k totter of this year,
created what Past tic describes as ’a nationally
ognized pi otfrorn ’ out of humble begin hen I y’ ’u hem there was a ,loset and a
set treaty,’ Pilo said she has since
hal
bt
,itinally grants. but the S17,000 which
cs aS aValLible at the tante %vent to hire and tram
student leader.. for otterea,h,
l’ila tie esn’t .4et the administration’s decisitql io incorporate the PEI’ Center with student hralth as a lessening of commitment to alcohol prevention. Nevertheless, she credits
her own success with PEP to her ability to keep

See Perceptions, page 2
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Greeks, alcohol continue perilous relationship
repercussions that follow violations, such as losing
their charter.
"The men take on an extreme amount of risk
S .1 triitt4,1" was
III
:(’‘.
Itti tor
2,t I
.1 III
ade ,,t
Chi party III hosting social events with alcohol," said JoAnne
coordinator of Greek Life.
Lii lose st,ite tjonee.jtv It
not 1,1,. chance,
In lessen the liability of fraternities that do
it’ll’’ jil
’lii ai
that the, otticer at- hold on -site events with alcohol, the IFC and Panhellenic Association have developed the risk man.1. I J., littertratertuty
Lel it- Lilt%
agement policy. It has replaced open parties fea1, an,
mg die oth, la here, ’ saki Sigini turing beer kegs, mini-kegs called party balls and
Ili, tics, -orki its really an packed coolers with the mandatory "bring you
own alcohol" or BYOA party. Grain alcohol and
liii
trvs ,.01 I ii
’Ii
assist fraternity triern- 100-proof liquor are prohibited at both off-site and
..
Ivey, , .11 .111,1, lige drinkers an,1 trim- BYOA parties, and all alcohol is forbidden during
Rush, the period each semester when social fraterin ..11, heties tor e.ver\ one.
1,
nities and sororities sign up new members called
i I, I
lit i I aeeks are vie..yed as
I get I
aid Intel tiatemity
l’resident pledges.
eholi,
Batuhan emphasized that the risk manageit1:11
,!,, a I, tithx,11,oninituaity serment policy focuses on promoting and enforcing
cl
II. 1.’1, Ili
are not bad?"
is
1( ‘II t
responsible
drinking habits,
( (Intl
not abstinence.
Lq..,rittes
tell
"We
I get frustrated when Greeks
,ng to the
that
members
Jertrateinit%,
are viewed as alcoholics. We
your actions not
(iii,t$ it 1’111
do a lot of local community
only reflect your.1(1
self, but your fraiit’’
"011,
service. Why don’t people
ternity and the
,11111(11
I
realize we are not bad?
Greek system,"
tittl
Batuhan said.
thari other stu
Jeff Batuhan,
Chapters
lent orgami,i
Interfraternity Council President
social
hosting
tions when Ii ii
events with alcolug
i party
hol must register
where al,
t! iii t,J-1 losing their charter. All social with the Greek coordinator’s office 48 hours beIII( (Ilt t’l«,nie to join, but most fore the event or face a $25 fine. Fraternities host(.4-00,
a 0,1
ref’k organizations re’- ing on-site events must also contact the San Jose
1,, J, ,ng to the local IR.’ or Pan- State University Police Department and arrange to
(pun , ti .it
have officers present at the door if more than 100
All five member sororities are dry, as is Phi people are attending. Non-drinking members of
De,Ita h.,ta, one of 12 fraternities. According to the host fraternity must also be designated as
Batnhan,
IFC traternities are scheduled party monitors who periodically check with at’di pt national traternity rules prohibiting alco- tending police.
"Fraternities that have scheduled, planned
hol use by the year 21410. I >rv chapters ban alcoltol
on their propert hut an’ allowed to hold off -site parties with officers present have very few probfunctions I’. Hi iiihol and to attend functions at lems and hold to IFC rules, said Sgt. John Hernandez of the UPD investigations unit.
other chapters’ houses
Alcohol for a BYOA party cannot be purOff-site fun, lions must have the alcohol
catered by a
insured third -party vendor chased through any chapter treasury or by methods such as "passing the hat," and no alcohol can
who is WC/1011,11
che’ckifig identification and
.ervinr, I wlay, WON. batetnities that allow alcohol be distributed at the event by chapter members.
in their lionses tact, the re,ponsibility of following People attending a BYOA event can bring up to a
six-pack of beer or four wine coolers but no hard
many
risk ii tar tagement regulations.
ittohol, and all beverage’s must be checked in at
fir-) I thoti,.;ht it y,,as unfair that people’
the door.
f"/V reTonsible enough to
thrught (111 IS seer
Once chucked in, partygoers receive a punch
ed
pri liege it haying alcohol where
be
la, Int,. hut I v,. Iva,’ said .1ngela Harper, Pan - card listing the’ number and type of drinks they
lotion
"NIIIV I see the ad- brought. Containers may be retrieved from a specd -o t 11,1, to be responsible for ified lo( ation throughout the event by presenting
the pun( h card and proof of age, such as a wristmaking ’,MC I ’1( I i
I or for cleaning up
band.
atter a p uty
Fraternities hosting a BYOA party are also re’id being held legally reI Iry , bapters
1111..111 ii
1r 11,1<er,, a«.idents and the quired to provide non-alcoholic drinks in the same
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Michigan fraternity cited
BY LEAH BOWER
’97 STAFF WRITER
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The general council of Phi Delta Theta has
suspended the charter of one of its Michigan
chapters for violating its risk management policies similar to those followed by SJSU’s Phi
Delta.
Both chapters voted to enforce a dry policy,
prohibiting alcohol on the fraternity premises
in advance of the mandatory dry date of July 1,
2000. The Michigan chapter violation occurred
when alcohol was present at a house event the
weekend of Aug. 16.
"It is extremely unfortunate this decision
was necessary, but based on this group’s disregard for the risk management policies of Phi
Delta Theta, we feel this is the best course of action," said General Council President Robert
Deloian.
The SJSU chapter has had no problems following the risk management procedures, and
chapter President Paul Buldo said that current
members are dedicated the new policy
"If you are going to make the commitment
(to go dry) and give your word as a fraternity
brother, the national fraternity definitely has
the right to take action," Buldo said. "I fully
agree with the decision."
Eleven US. chapters, in addition the SJSU
chapter, have instituted an early dry policy
place as alcohol and substantial food items such as
submarine sandwiches or deli trays, a requirement
Batuhan says isn’t fulfilled adequately.
"We have too many salty foods and not
enough sandwiches and stuff," said Batuhan.
He also says that providing non-alcoholic beverages doesn’t mean providing a soda machine
but a certain number of alcohol-free drinks per
number of guests.
All fraternity parties are also subject to state
and local laws, in addition to risk management requirements. Members are responsible for checking
identification at the entrance and marking guests
who are 21 or older with wristbands or hand
stamps.
Shibles said the IFC and Panhellenic Association members at SJSU are adhering to risk management policy more closely than Greeks at other
universities.
"I think we are average to above average in
following risk management," Shibles said. "We
have some students who really care about creating
safe parties."
According to Shibles, there have been some
risk management violations in the last few years,
but none resulting in the revocation of a chapter’s
charter. Violations are referred to the IFC judicial

with only the Michigan chapter receiving punishment for violations.
"Phi Delta Theta exists to provide a setting
for developing lifetime friendships, encouraging scholarship, building leadership skills and
commitment to community service," Deloin
said. "Too often the fraternity experience today
is defined by alcohol. We risk losing our purpose."
To support this idea, Phi Delta Theta cited
the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, which reported that 33 percent of entering college students would hice to
live in a substance-free environment.
"We thought there would be a dip in rush
numbers as people got up to speed with this
program," said Rob Pasquinucci, the national
headquarters’ communication director.
Instead, Pasquinucci said there has been
roughly a 20 to 30 percent increase in rush
numbers over all of last year, with spring
pledges not yet counted.
Too many people see fraternities as a drinking dub, said Pasquinucci, but the new alcohol
policy seems to have altered that perception.
This sentiment has been echoed by Phi Delta
Theta members at SJSU.
"I can’t tell you how much cleaner the
house is now that we don’t have alcohol there,"
said Buldo. "The guys are pretty dedicated."
board for an investigation and, if necessary, a hearing. Sanctions for violations can range from fines
to loss of a chapter’s charter.
The records of IFC and Panhellenic Association judicial proceedings are closed, but Harper
said no action had been taken against a sorority on
risk management violations in the past four years.
Batuhan said he encountered some resistance
to risk management policy when he first became
president of the IFC, but tensions cooled.
"I thought about quitting because I didn’t feel
that some chapters were following the policy, but
things have changed," Batuhan said. "Now we
need to look at what we need to improve and how
do we improve it."
What is most important for Greek organizations that belong to the IFC or Panhellenic Association is having an alcohol policy to follow,
Batuhan and Harper said. Off-campus parties
have no rules to regulate the influv. of underage
drinkers or to regulate the use of hard alcohol
Harper said, and that makes such parties much
more dangerous than Greek evei
"Other organizations that aren’t IFC or Panhellenic aren’t bound to our rules," said Batuhan.
"We cannot have a keg at a party but other student organizations could."
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they’re dealing with."
Bingeing and beer
An estimated four billion cans of beer are consumed each year
by college students, and Robert Hernandez, the 27-year-old student
coordinator of the PEP Center has drunk his share.
After he started to drink in high school, it didn’t occur to Hernandez until much later that his beer addiction wasn’t normal.
"I didn’t realize that not everyone was doing it," he said. Hernandez said he thinks it is common for binge drinkers to have blinders on to the sober reality around them. Fie said it is easy to become
stuck if you don’t defeat those misconceptions and venture out of
your arena of friends.
"Misconceptions do affect people’s actions," he said, "they can
have a damaging effect."

The definition of binge drinking doesn’t appear to be well-established.
The national standard is five drinks in a row one or more times
in a two-week period, and a gender modified definition uses four
drinks in a row for women.
Studies found that students who engaged in this level of drinking experienced a wide range of consequences.
The definition fails to take into account different body types and
weights, and "in a row" is vague, at best.
Hernandez defines a binge drinker as someone who wants to
"catch a quick buzz," and nearly 60 percent of SJSU students polled
preferred "drinking till drunk," over the drink-specific description.

See Perceptions, page 3

A drink a day ’may keep the doctor away’
BY Vic BIBEIRO
INDEPTH ’97 STAFF

WRITER

Scientists and doctors are saying drinking a
glass of wine a day may keep the doctor away.
SJSU’ Health Center’s Dr. Robert Baer agrees.
"I support the research that finds a glass or
two a day of wine may help individuals with cardiovascular problems," Baer said. He emphasizes
a healthy diet and adequate exercise to his patient:.
"Suggesting that you use wine or other forms
of alcohol tel help with cardiovascular problems is
a very touchy subject amongst each individual
doctor," Baer said. "I’ll just mention that studies
have found wine to be beneficial, too."
Baer has been conducting his own alcohol-use
study among SJSU students who visit him. "I’m
finding that binge drinking is very rare on this
campus," Baer said.
Susan Ebeler, assistant professor at the University of California at Davis, has seen a difference
in her experiments.
"We are seeing some positive results with
mice who receive daily doses of wine," said Ebeler. "These mice are prone to get cancer but some

of the cancer is delayed for up to 30 days."
Ebeler and her colleague, Dr. Andy Clifford,
have been conducting experiments showing that a
food source in red grapes may prevent the development of cancer. The University of Illinois, under
a grant from the National Cancer Institute, has
also published similar findings in the Science
Journal.
According to their findings, the substance
resveratrol found in the skin of grapes may inhibit
the formation of tumors. In other research, resveratrol has been found to be beneficial to lowering the
blood levels of cholesterol, blocking the formation
that leads to blood clogs in arteries and reduces
the tendency of blood to clot.
Ebeler said these experiments are in the very
early stages.
"I don’t suggest people begin to drink wine
for the sake of preventing cancer," Ebeler said.
"These findings are not as concrete as the cardiovascular research."
Dr. Abas Tays, a San Jose physician focusing
in on the cardiovascular system, agrees with the
cardiovascular findings.
"I often tell my patients that if they enjoy
wine, it’s alright if they have a glass with their
P.

meal," Tays said. "I don’t encourage my other patients to drink because of the addiction factor. I
recommend that they try grape juice, instead, to
get similar benefits from drinking wine."
Baer did not agree with Tays’ assertions on
grape juice benefits. He suggested that wine is
more beneficial because of the fermentation
process and the carcinogens produced from the
process.
Both scientist: and doctors involved in the research caution individuals to drink wine in moderation
"The best way to get the benefits is to consume the wine with a meal," Ebeler said.
Stephen Dueker, a faculty researcher at UC
Davis, said there are many different compounds
in the wine that may be beneficial to other areas in
the body.
"These are just the early stages in the research," Dueker said. "Due to the need and focus
of preventative medicine, I think that we are finally taking this research seriously I can even see the
resveratrol compound being turned into a supplement and being distributed as alternative medicine in the future."
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Drinking a rite of passage for young adults
BY Dom NICHOLS
INDEPTH

while I was drinking," Capers said. "I slept with guys I wouldn’t
have looked at twice if I were sober."
THE MANTRA for Capers and her friends was, "Sin, sex, beer
and wine; we’re the class of ’89." Unfortunately, Capers spent so
much time partying with her friends that she didn’t graduate with
the class of ’89. She dropped out altogether.
Capers didn’t finish high school, but she is adamant that
she’ll finish college. There’ll be no champagne to celebrate her
graduation, she said. "Just send money."
Steve Kaplan agrees that alcohol is a rite of passage for all
teen-agers, as is marijuana and sex. But alcohol, Kaplan said, is a
healthy part of college life.
lie and his friends are much more likely to drink than smoke
marijuana, he added, because it’s accepted in society.

’97 STAFF WRITER

If nine out of 10 people in America have tried alcohol by the
age of 19, then Nick Amin is no exception.
The 19-year-old engineering student succumbed to peer pressure while on a ski trip with his senior class but saw no point in
drinking just to get drunk.
"1 just don’t get the point," Amin said. "I told my friends that
I’d get drunk if they’d ski naked."
IN THE END, one is just as stupid as the other, said Amin, who
feels that getting drunk is a rite of passage.
For Elizabeth Capers, who had her first sip of alcohol at the
age of 14, drinking was a way to fit in.
"Looking back, I see that every bad decision I ever made, was

Like Capers, Kaplan said he tried marijuana during high
school, but he never used it with the voracity of drinking beer. The
difference between marijuana and beer for Kaplan was that he
smoked marijuana for one reason - to get high. He is adamant that
he often drinks beer with no intentions of getting drunk.
KAPLAN SEEMS typical in that respect. In a recent nationwide survey of college students, those surveyed ranked beer
drinking as a more popular pastime than smoking marijuana.
Those surveyed also associated drinking alcohol with dating, fraternity parties and "turning 21."
Respondents associated marijuana in the category of "drugs"
while alcohol was not seen as a drug by those surveyed. Students
like Capers and Kaplan agree with the assertion that alcohol isn’t a
drug.
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Students shift drinking
to downtown bars
BY DONA NICHOLS
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No-drunk zone
Students temper drinking style between classes
,,

By DONA NICHOLS

and alcohol.
"People. know this is a college," Sartoris
said. "If you go into class drunk, there are going
to be revere ussions. I would never get hammered at school, but if! was at a club I probably
would."
SARTORIS’ DISDAIN for irresponsible. college
students goes even further. Ile said he’s disgusted by students who drink to the point of passing
out or even dying, such as those who sut cumbed to acute alcohol poisoning after fraternity initiations, rituals or parties Sirtorh, said
sponsible eellos -cart Mit studying

INDEpTH ’97 STAFF WRITFR

Leison Ching told his teachers he would be
sick on that Tuesday.
Ching knew he would not be in class the
day after his 21st birthday because he expected
a monumental hangover. He planned to mark
his birthday the same way college. students e.1 o
nationwide - by drinking mass quantities of alcohol.
Ching didn’t need his 21st birthday as a reason to "party," however. Ile rings in most weekends with several pitchers of beer. In fact, his
weekends start Thursday night and last through
Monday Night Football.
In between evenings at the Spartan Pub,
Ching attends class and even manages to get
some study time in. The weekends, however,
are devoted to drinking beer and hanging out.
Like many of his friends, Ching started
drinking in high school. Friday night football
games usually ended with a keg party, followed
by a Saturday hangover.
BY THE TIME he reached SJSU, the
nience of the Pub made drinking more routine
for him. He met friends there between classes tIr
hung out in the evenings. His social life, is defined by the friends he has made in the Pub According to Ching, drinking in the Pub has made
him feel accepted.
"I’ve really got nothing better to do," In
said. "I bring my books to the Pub with nit’ but!
rarely ever look at them. Usually a friend win,
by and before you know it, we’ve bought a
pitcher and nobody’s in the mood to study."
SJSU student Mark Stu torts also trequi "its
the Pub, but he maintains that students re.

People know this is a college. If you go into class
drunk, there are going to
be repercussions. I would
never get hammered at
school.
Mark Sat tons, SJSU
student and Pub regular

episode’s, like the recent one at Mil in which a
fraternity pledge Scott Krueger literally drank
himself to death, are obscene. Neverthless, hesaid he. doesn’t hold the fraternity accountable,
"I hold the students responsible for drinking
that much," Sartoris said. "It has nothing to do
with the tratenUty. It’s the. people who have to
be responsible for themselves Mommy and
Daddy aren’t there anymore when you get to
it
Santoris’ sentiments were typical of many

Spartan Pub regulars. Hwy gt1 to the Pub frequently, often several times a week, but they
don’t always drink. Sometimes they go for
lunch or to meet a friend. Drinking is usually reserved for the evenings or Friday nights when
they can imbibe without having to worry about
attending class the next day.
In fact, Pub regulars such as Sartoris and
Gabe ( ;raciano said the bartenders encourage
responsible drinking. For the most part, students know when to quit before the bartender
has to tell th,m, according to Steve Kaplan, another Pub regular who k onsiders himself student of human behavior in campus pubs.
"I ionic. tee the. Pub legit’ or tiVe times a week
and see a lot ot students conic’ in here, and I
can’t remember du’ last time anyone got fallingdown drunk," Kaplan said. "This is not the
place. you would do that. First, you’re getting
drunk in public. And second, you’re getting
tin ink at your college, which doesn’t look got xi
"Nlost students I ktutev are smart enough ti
take their heavy drinking oft eampus."
Sartoris said drinking at a catillells pub is
ii ’nsiderud an -accepted behavior" partly be,
cause ot how act ’hi is marketed by the media
to his age group. His friends wear hats with
Budweiser labels, while drinking a pitcher ot
Bud I ight and staring at a neon C tx.rs sign
ALCOHOL SYMBOLS an, ubiquitous ‘-iartorts
and Kaplan said they believe beer advertisers
have aimed their message, at them and others in
their age group
As long as there are e liege students,
there’ll be college pubs," Kaplan said, followed
by a hearty, "I fere. here," around the Spartan
Pub.

It’s 11 a.m. and the line is forming outside
the Spartan Pub. Students eagerly wait for the
front door to open to the bar that the newspaper
Metro has ranked one of the top 50 dubs in San
Jose. SJSU students pack the Pub daily and
often hang out until closing. They drink beer
and eat, but mostly they hang out, for as Nina
Kalmoutis observed - the Pub’s the "only game
in town."
This scenario was valid 10 years ago but not
today. In fact, business at the quaint eatery-bar,
located in the center of campus, was at its peak
then. Brad Shirakawa, a former Pub employee,
said he can remember the Pub continually being
"packed" in the late ’80s.
TODAY, SJSU STUDENTS are drinking less
on campus, opting instead for one of the trendy
downtown bars or clubs such as San Jose Live.
Kalmoutis, retail operations manager for Spartan Shops, agreed, blaming the decline in Pub
business in the ’90s on two factors - the "awareness culture," whose advocates believe in responsible drinking and designated drivers, and
the.. influx of bars downtown.
The Pub will likely never see its late-’80s
heyday again. Nearly 24 percent of SJSU students in a 1991 survey said they drank on campus, while in 199#’ only a little more than 7 percent of students surveyed said they did their
drinking on campus.
Kalmoutis has watched that decline. "Behavior has changed in regards to the Pub," she
said " Today all you have to do is walk three
blocks downtown and you’ll be in a sports bar."
WITH INCREASED competition and the shift
in students’ drinking habits, the Pub has cut its
hours It’s now open from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. after
it became evident the. last year or two that there
was "Ili interest in later hours," said Kalmoutis.
Moreover, SO percent of SJS1: indents are
commuters who are not apt to "hang out" at the
campus bar long after classes are over A majority ot the’ 21) percent of non -commuter students
are younger than 21, which means they are
under age and will not get past the guy who sits
at the Pub entrance checking R)s.
THE PUB’S ANSWER tel these challenges ernphasiies image. Kalmoutis said. She wants the
Pub to be viewed as a restaurant that also serves
alcohol and not strictly a bar. She wants the Pub
to "provide an atmosphere where people’ would
like to come and relax."
It also has beer and wine for students who
emov the. convenience of drinking at an on-cam puts bar But no promotions or "free beer nights"
are planned to lure back the students, said
Kalmoutis, who said those would not promote
respenisible dnnking."

Perceptions
continued from page 2
Alcohol management
David Rauser, 21, a junior majoring in chemistry, said he. drinks
for the effect and binges to forget about everything, to have a good
time.
He said he and his friends have made. light of the recent alcoholSU.
overdose deaths of two college students at
"You have to be pretty irresponsible to kill yourself," he said
Raiser binge-drinks at least once a week and has two or three
drinks three or four times a week. "I can manage it, be ...aid I have
control over it."
A year ago, Rauser was drinking 12 beers a clay when he got his
second minor-in-possession violation. Art .und the same time, a
friend called him on his drinking.
Part of his punishment for the yiolatii ins was to go to 20 Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. A. A. is an abstinence. program open to
anyone with the desire to stop drinking. Attendant,’ is often «curt-

MIT and I

twdered for those with drinking-related violations.
Rauser went, but he didn’t stop drinking
"I %vent in Ito A.A.) not too senous, hut I was probably One
the youngest !hat was scary."
Rauser said he has now leanwd to prit.ritiie his drinking and
his responsibilities. One reason he has e tit back on his drinking is
the difficulty of his major. I le says drinking is important but schoolwork takes precedence.
Limiting binge drinking to weekends still "definitely puts a
damper" on his next day’s studies, Rouser said
When he drinks with the intention ot getting drunk, he doesn’t
have much control over how much he consume’s.
’I will probably continue’ until I get sick."
Rauser sees other «msequences to binge drinking. "My buddies have unplanned sex I think that’s a big problem "
I le also has driven drunk. Alhough his friends usually steep him,
he said he sometimes sneaks out the door lhe next day Rails r re-

calls saying to himself, "What the hell was I thinking?"
Despite his heavy drinking. Raiser said he thinks it won’t be
difficult to stop when he sees a good reason to - meeting a woman
he wants to settle down with, for instance.
Because of his exposure to A.A. and the PEP Center, Rauser
knows his drinking isn’t normal, but he sees it as the focus of his social life and characteriies his drinking as typical of the people he
hangs out with.
"I eniov it. I think I’ll continue."
Shame and denial
Wiggsv Sivertsen, director of counseling at SISU, is intimately
familiar with binge dnnking. Both of her parents were alcoholics.
"I had so much alcoholism in my family you could make an
ocean," she said in a recent interview in her office. While characterizing both parents as binge drinkers, she describes their symptoms
differently

See Perceptions, page 4
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Alcohol and sex
may mix, but not well
BY MARECA HATLER
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"tor so many people to use alcohol as a sex enhancement. Extended use of alcohol over time
will do the opposite of what it’s used for short
term.
"Alcohol not only destroys certain parts of
the brain, it also destroys the hormone balance
which can cause masculinization in women
anti reduced testosterone production in men,"
said Kerr. "Extended alcohol use in men eventually leads to breast development, testicles
shrinking, redired virility and often, impotence."
Kerr advises her students to pick alcohol if
they are not sure of the answer to a question
about the cause of negative physiological developments. "The extended misuse of alcohol
does nothing but dama:;e," she said.
A University of Minnesota national survey
found that 8.5 percent of students surveyed
have been taken advantage of sexually at least
once. Several national studies have found that
the &At essive use of alcohol seems to be postiviely correlated with risky sexual behavior
and the increased chance of contracting the
HIV virus.
"I)rinking sets the stage for increasing the
likelihood for students to have unplanned
sex," said SJSU pyschtilogy professor Lori Bartels, Phi ).
I3artels believed that some students might
use alcohol to lessen inhibitions so that they
can enhance their sexual experiences. "Alcohol’s disinhibiting effect allows students to
overcome kelings such as guilt and anxiety"
Bartels also said alcohol can have a positive effect on people who have trouble relaxing 1 he n,a1 complication, she said, is that students often don’t know the facts about AIDS.
-ffeterosexuals still don’t get it that the risk of
All )s applies to them too.
"In fact, people of ali sexual orientations
still take seimal risks," she said. The American
Medical Association concludes that AIDS has
icome the number three killer of heterosexual men and women aged 20 to 55.
Bartels said that students probably will
drink and probably will want to have sex.
1 ler advice - use a condom.

Perceptions:
cootinued from page 3
lather, she said, "Once he had on,
gone " Iler mother was less pre
-In’ pp null drink sot talk moil some
thing trigge oti, then she was gone "
hit nuts’, a person Ian engage in heat.", epi
lc drinking hut remain quite turn tit nilal in dad%
liltth, ,fre
help.
Binge drinkers’ episodes , orne iui wa \
a kind pt like the (neon
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Sometimes the swells are large and sometimes
IF till
Wilde she doesn’t believe in giving a message
ot abstinen, e to students because "they’re going
to drink ,ht, said that all drinking has potential
hit n onus, short term consequences and that alcohol
.1
"Billffing IS a form of alcoholism," Siyertsen
said. When she does suspect a student has a
drinking prohlem she tells them. She des, nhes the
puns nit
ndavs, then adds Salta
On
days, then Sundays and then Wednesdays as an
obvious n \ ample ot someone needing help
Sivertsen is sensitive, however, to the cultural
qign1,1
she said, and is careful to
probe gently when helping a troubled student
She said when first asked about drinking, stu
dents often will say they’re just not happy. By a
second visit, Sivertsen is asking how much they
drink and about the family drinking history.
Students (men inherit a nnsconcephon that
drinking is normal from their families and then
unconsciously km+ for reinforcement of that belief
nine in school
"I was certainly taught and given the message
that drinking %VW, normal," said Sivertsen of her
family upbringing.
A family history of alcoholism is a strong indicator a student may he headed for trouble, she
said. II. iwt’ver students will categorically deny
that a parent has a drinking problem, and convincing a student he or she needs help is difficult.
"People have a very distorted sense of what a
drinking problem is," Sivertsen said "There’s so
much shame about this disease."
Because alcoholism has early, middle and late
stages, it is very difficult for someone who is in
the beginning stage of losing control to see the
pattern that is developing.
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tumor Iliajoring in marketlirenda
ing, and l\Iv mastilton, 21I, it junior moionng, in social work, nirt roornainates ui nine tit the dorms on
campus
"It’s out nit nnntrol, said Bata it the drinking
in the dorms ,\i ii thing pies "
lit 11n,,,ident I:niswe said the legal
drinking agx nnin ed tuFt , atnpus, Sillion said it
is "no prnta,n, titI all tti pit tilt lit,’
1.1111t -ti,
tiul iiIhiu un01 it
Nt. didn’t
rei tiit trip tin the ’,toll ctielt dleyen
III, a 11,1,1 made ,1 rat t to drink
on] \ on the t\ enk ngink. hut 111,11 ti II through Ow
previous night
,t,t night I drailk one beer, said ’Akin.
Sillion said she drinks loin or tit.- beers its er
H. gull.,
1,1
the weekend, hut never ’non,
drunk from thinking ti\e,
MIMI a 1,4 tor
woman
lit th ivincrien s tinl they think at least 7; per( tint iii students diink, and
redited her
own drinking to the atmosphere at school. She
only drank three times incr. the summer, she said.
"It’s kind ot a peer thing," she said. "The
main nason I iIriri i Inn ,mat, from holm. "
Bat ,h, who grew up in Idaho, didn’t start
drinking until Sill’ ni 21) 1)i-inking on t ampus is
a good way to meet people, she said, but she is
troubled by some ot its ettet ts on
"I see it as t problem," she said, malting a recent expiglence in which a male acquaintance becant(’ strangely del)ressed "Something was
wrong, It’s like you’re lilt it Mg their evil twin."
Although they said it hasn’t haimened to either of them, unplanned and unprotected sex is
not unwmmon, Baca said
"It happens "
Sober perspective
;cuing to a point of losing control over drink

ing usually takes many years. Realizing that line
has been crossed can take a lifetime.
After a drinking career spanning 20 years,
Jim, a former SJSU student, has been a sober
member of Alcoholics Anonymous since 1992,
and is currently studying to be a counselor .
One of the traditions of A.A. states that no last
names shall be revealed at the level of press, radio
or film. I lowever, Jim said he would welcome a
call at (510) 828-3992 for those who are interested
in talking about alcoholism or A.A.
Jim attended SJSU from 1977 to 1979 and
grew up during a time when there was wide acceptance of drugs and alcohol.
Although he drank heavily every day while
going to SJSU, Jim graduated with a 3.8 GPA and
a 4.0 in his major. "Drinking didn’t affect my ability to do schoolwork. I didn’t feel like I had a
problem at all."
kiscribing himself more as a functional alcoholit than a binge drinker, Jim said that when he
drank to excess he would always want more. He
recalled going out to brunch with a woman while
at SJSU and drinking double shots of tequilla.
"The effect on her was she passed out. The effect on me was I wanted more. I was pissed because I couldn’t get more."
Even though he would often be remorseful
the next day, Jim never related it to the alcohol.
Ile returned to SJSU for a master’s degree but
failed to finish his thesis.
"I lost interest," he said, " I was too lazy."
At the time, Jim said he made no connection
between his drinking and his decision to quit
school - now he sees it differently.
"Based on today what I do sober, I probably
would have been able to finish my thesis if I wasn’t drinking."
Jim’s sobriety has given him the chance to
look back at his life with a new perspective.
"I think I was an alcoholic from the time I was
5 years old," said Jim, who now associates compulsive behaviors with alcoholism.
Though Jim sees his denial and misconceptions about drinking as influencing his heavy use
of alcohol, he doesn’t think SJSU was a factor.
"If I had gone to Harvard or Stanford or not at
all," Jim said, "I would have found a way to
drink."
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PEP is nonthreatening
and fun. It’s
environment
is open and
available ...
to come
there:’
Harriet Pila,
founder of the
PEP program

SJSU counseling
centers help
students avoid
alcoholic slippery
slope of self destruction
BY MERLE BARUCH
INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER
If the therapists at the SJSU Counseling
Center concocted a horror story about the escalating cycle of the student abuse of alcohol, she
could well be this woman:
She wakes up nauseated with a tremendous
headache and finds that she is still in her clothes
from the night before.
She doesn’t even remember coming home,
or, with whom.
She looks at the clock and realizes that she
is very late for her math class again.
After flunking her midterm, she realizes
that she hasn’t been making it to many of her
classes and has not been doing her assignments.
She is very depressed and can’t seem to
function much now at all, especially without
drinking some alcohol.
Her phone rings, and it is her boss telling
her that she has been fired from her job because
she has come to work drunk too many times,
when she shows up at all.
Her boyfriend stopped seeing her last week
because of her obsession to "party," which, he
says, is a euphemism for her getting drunk.
"All I need now is a call from my mother,"
she thinks. But her mother doesn’t call because
she has her own problems, handling them in a
similar fashion by abusing alcohol.
Of course, she still doesn’t admit to a problem with her drinking behavior.
What will it take? An arrest from the police
for driving under the influence? A date rape?
Although SJSU’s therapists may not have
encountered one student with this entire litany,
they have seen one, or more of them, in students who seek help.
The hopeful sign is that help is available at
the counseling center or at outreach talks and
other programs offered by the Prevention Education Program, which is known to many on
campus as PEP. Both of these places are designed to help students get in touch with their
slippery slope of self-destruction.
Most students come in to the counseling
center for help with depression, too much
stress, and relationship difficulties; not many
say drinking is their problem.
"When a person finds himself in situations
that regularly puts him at risk in the world,"
said Wiggsy Sivertsen, director of counseling
services, "or when he has to have a drink to
cope, can’t stop after a limit he sets for himself,
or when he is not drinking responsibly, then this
person needs help."
At the counseling center the therapists help
students become aware of their drinking behavior
In an assessment interview, Counselor
Terri Thames, Ph.D., will ask: "How much are
you drinking? What does ’occasionally’ mean to
you? How many glasses per week, and how big
are the glasses? What is going on emotionally
with you while you drink? Are you in dangerous, or potentially dangerous, situations while
you drink?"
Once students recognize that their drinking
behavior is interfering with their lives, they can
make the choice to alter their path.
"I might have them keep a drinking diary
to see what is going on when they drink, such
as who they are with and how they feel,"
Thames said. "I also might have them try not to
drink for a week to see what that is like for
them. I might suggest that they visit three

See Slope, page 5
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or four Alcoholics Anonymous meetings in a week."
The counseling center offers individual and couple counseling, as well
as group therapy. Other referrals are
made, if appropriate.
The PEP Center concentrates on
educational outreach presentations,
which are given by student presenters. This is done in the dorms, at the
fraternity and sorority houses, at student activity clubs, in the athletic department, or anywhere on campus,
especially during orientation and National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week. These presentations show students how they might learn whether
they are having problems keeping
their drinking behavior under control
and whether these students are making wise choices.
"For example," said Robert A.
Hernandez, PEP student director,
"these students are asked questions
such as, ’Do you experience blackouts
after drinking? Do you drink alone?
Are you aware that you are most susceptible to rape if you are drunk?"
"THE PRESENTERS are told not to
preach to the students," Hernandez
said. "Instead, the presenters should
try to make their listeners aware of
making their own responsible choices, which equals smart choices."
The PEP presenters never tell
their audience to stop drinking.
"We don’t say to the students listening to our presentations that we
will fix you because you are an alcoholic," said Freddie Muhammad, a
student educator. "Instead, we say,
’Here is a method to check yourselves
to see if you are out of control."
In their office, now located on
the second floor of the Health Center,

We don’t say to the students listening to our presentations that we will fix
you because you are an
alcoholic...
Freddie Muhammad,
PEP student educator

PEP has brochures, videotapes and
other materials that students can use
for their education. Referrals are also
made, if requested, on and off the
campus.
"PEP is non-threatening and
fun," says Harriet Pila, the founder
of the PEP program and now associate director of the Student Life Center. "Its environment is open and
available and we make it very OK to
come there."
They also sponsor health fairs
and activity nights, such as bowling
or the movies, which are alternative
ways of having fun without alcohol
consumption. They even have come
up with an alternative nonalcoholic
drink called a "Mocktail."
ANOTHER ONE of the functions of
the PEP program is to help those
whose drinking behavior has gotten
them into trouble with the University
Judiciary Committee.
"If a student makes a mistake
and gets sanctioned to come here,"
said Oscar Battle Jr., Ph.D., the new
PEP director and health education coordinator, "he will have to educate
others on the campus, as well as himself, so that this student is making a
positive contribution to the corrununity."
Battle said he wanted PEP tube a
catalyst for bringing the issue of alcohol abuse out into the SJSU community and convince the community
that alcohol abuse is not just a PEP
issue.
The Counseling Center and the
PEP Center both help assess whether
the student is out of control with his
or her drinking behavior. The centers
educate about alcohol and its effects,
both physical and emotional, as well
as making appropriate referrals. Neither place makes judgments or demands that the student stop drinking
altogether.

The day after a binge I could still
smell and feel the alcohol coming
out of my skin after a shower, and it
disgusted me.
Robert Hernandez,
recovering alcoholic and
PEP Center student director

Alcohol
counselor
speaks from
experience
Charles Slay/Special to InDepth ’97
Robert Hernandez speaks about making responsible choices.

BY MERLE E. BARUCH

INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER

Robert Hernandez, 27, takes life
one day at a time now.
He currently has a challenging
position at SJSU as student director of
the Prevention Education Program,
which tests his resolve not to fall back
into the abyss of alcoholism every
day.
Robert Hernandez almost died,
when his life was in an alcoholic haze
from 1988-1992. His personal problems from alcohol were drowning
him as if he were being tossed about
in a raging river filled with rapids.
He is the only son in a middleclass family. He has one sister three
years older. His family has always
been very supportive of him, he said,
even coaching him in Little League.
He was especially close to his
mother, Rosalinda Hernandez, talking openly to her and being a very
loving and caring son, as he was
growing up, she said in a phone interview. That is why it was especially
hard for his parents to see the drastic
change in him as his alcohol abuse
came out.
"IT STARTED in high school,"
Rosalinda Hernandez said. "He
would come home from partying on
the weekends and he would be so intoxicated that he would be passed out
in the car. We would have to get him
inside and undress him in his bed.
Other times, I would have to clean up
after he would vomit all over."
While he attended Pasadena City
College, his drinking grew worse and
his personality changed as well, according to Hemandez’s mother. Her
son became argumentative, non-caring and totally into himself.
"WHEN ROBERT became 21, he
and his friends were becoming too
rowdy at a party at the house," Hernandez’s mother said. "My husband
asked Robert’s friends to leave, and
Robert got so upset that he said he
was leaving, too. He ended up physically fighting with his father on the
floor of the kitchen. It was the first
time he ever raised his hand against
his parents and we were very, very
upset."
Hernandez talks about his experiences very openly now. His beer
drinking grew from partying on the
weekends to starting on Thursdays
and not ending until the following
Monday night.
"Sometimes, during these long
weekends," Hernandez said, "I could
put away a case of beer a day."
His drinking buddy, Brian Guevara, estimated that they would have
four or five 40-ounce beers each, per
day. That was social drinking, but
Hernandez would also drink when
he was alone.
All this drinking started to have
serious repercussions. Hernandez’s
judgment was impaired, and he
drove while intoxicated. This resulted in an accident when he fell asleep

at the wheel and the car flipped over
toms anymore. The day after a binge
as it hit an embankment. He was not
I could still smell and feel the alcohol
seriously hurt.
coming out of my skin after a shower,
"I WOKE UP to find myself
and it disgusted me."
trapped upside down in the totally
Scarier, he said, was the total loss
wrecked car," Hernandez said.
of memory of what he had done
"Workers in an all-night factory had
while he was drinking - or with
to pull me out through the back hatch
whom.
of the car. I remember thinking that I
"The last blackout I experienced
was glad no one else was hurt, but
before I stopped drinking was the
there would be no way to hide this
worst," Hernandez said. "I had no
from anyone. I was going to have to
idea what I did the night before and
face the consequences."
no one could tell me. I was totally
Hernandez was convicted of drialone."
ving under the influence. His driver’s
The amnesia forced Hernandez
license was revoked for a year, and a
to look around and to see that his old
judge ordered him to Alcoholics
college friends had already graduatAnonymous classes.
ed and were starting their careers. For
Everyone around him thought
the first time he noticed people who
this would make him reduce his alcowere addicted and begging for
hol abuse.
money on the street. Then he kx)ket.i
Hernandez surprised even himinward.
self when it didn’t curtail his drinking
"I realized that I was going
in any serious way.
nowhere but down ... fast," Hernan"I did reduce my drinking modez said. "I wanted to acquire that
mentarily to please others, but, if anycollege degree."
thing, I drank even more and my sitHE WENT TO CHURCH and did
uation got worse as my party friends
some soul-searching. Hernandez
drove me around to different parknew that he had to stop drinking to
ties," he said.
achieve his goal and gain back his
His mother agreed with that aslife. He had to stop the fall Mon, it
sessment, adding that since he didn’t
stopped him for good.
have to drive anywhere, he could
Robert Hernandez took the
drink more.
Then came the
unpredictable
He ended up physically fighting with
mood swings. Hernandez turned verhis father on the floor of the kitchen.
bally abusive to his
was the first time he ever raised his
girlfriend, and she
hand against his parents.
finally left him. He
continued to bothRosalinda Hemandez, Robert’s mother
er her; she considered obtaining a
restraining order,
Rosalinda Hernanbiggest step in his life. lit’ stopped
dez said.
drinking cold turkey. A few months
HIS SCHOOLWORK suffered to
later his parents noticed that he was
the point where he was doing so
not drinking and they asked him
poorly that he was asked to leave and
about it.
to re-evaluate his goals to see if he re"Robert said that drinking was
ally wanted to be in college.
costing him too much," Rosalinda
Hernandez was arrested for inIlemandez recalled. "We noticed that
vestigation of possessing illegal subhe was turning down invitations to
stances.
parties and was not hanging around
He lost contact with his old
with his drinking buddies as much."
friends and only hung out with his
During this time Hernandez bedrinking pals who were just as much
came more involved with the Roman
in an alcoholic haze as he was.
Catholic Church and was beginning
One of his oldest friends, Lawson
to gain some inner peace. He said he
Lin, related how, after drinking at a
was grateful for the support he reparty, Hernandez accused him of
ceived from his parents.
stealing his wallet when they went
Hernandez returned to Pasadena
out to a Jack-In-The-Box. Lin thought
City College. A special program prothat he was joking because it was so
vided a mentor, John Wood, and
unlike his usual personality. Eventusome extra help in choosing his
ally Hernandez found his wallet and
courses, in planning his time.
acknowledged that he was really in"I worked with him for four setoxicated.
mesters," Wood said. "He was very
"DURING THIS TIME the alcohol
motivated and sincere and willing to
controlled me rather than the other
admit to shortcomings."
way around," Hernandez said.
Hernandez graduated with an
"Physically my body was affected in
Associate in Arts degree and transseveral ways. I would rather drink
ferred to SJSU last year. He is currentthan eat, so my weight would fluctuly studying public relations and mass
ate. My body felt numb so that I didcommunications.
n’t even experience hangover sympAfter Hernandez arrived at

SJSU, he met student, Melea French,
at the dorms. He would often be invited out to parties but still did not
dnnk alcohol.
"Robert definitely stuck out because he only drank soda or water
while the rest of us would be drinking beer," French said. "It was fine
though, because he became the designated driver. Also, when people
asked him why he didn’t drink he
would just say, ’Alcohol doesn’t mix
well with me, or, ’I don’t like what I
become when I drink.’ People. respected that and he. was always being
invited to parties Ile. was a great example ot a person hi, go, s t, a
party and has a great time but di ws
not have. to drink "
WHEN HE NEEDED ,1 ;oh, lernandel discovered the Pre% ention
Plograni, or I’ll’ enter After
being turned down hecau,t, he. applied toy Ian I lamet Pila then dire, tor of the PEP center, told him to
reapply the toliola irqz semester I le.
did and g’ ’t lot- as a student edu,
tor

lemandez said he really tee+s a
passion ti ’r this prograni be, ruse it
helps people think about .ertain issue.- and
s them to make their
own decisions about
’Iioi nj
drug use.
’ 1 want people to
kihnv that if alcohol
use ever hek i,r11%., a
It
problem tor them, I
ould be willing to
talk.- 1 iernarldt’l said,
-and I hope that thy%
let Ie t upon them’-el es and try to eonader the. ,ire’ bc;ng
people and
it this drinking s hat the% reall%
want rot themselves
-Hernandez s enthusiasm and
good work allov. eLt lulu to t, ’Oil
the student coordinati,r t,,r thy pio
grain,- Pila sold lii is an excellent
student leader and a shit student and
is %cry talented Ily,nandez ,00ki
rimed the whole Aleoholik Awareness
\Aixk program, as well as mart’, i’titer
programs He is well -respected 1evervt
lernandtv
...eV’, a his tit his
drinking buddies hut di ,es not drink
alcohol
-They respect my deeision not t
drink as I respect their ,hoices.
nanduz said I us friend, Bnan wevara agreed
"HE DOES NOT PREACH to me or
judge nit.," Guevara said "Ile tel
me that he is open to talking the it
if I want him to and will always be
supportive. to nie "
For Hernandez the temptation to
drink remains, ht. said
"When I hear certain hands playing, memories come. flooding ha( k to
me and I could almost taste the alcohol," I lemandez said "But the Flee
Li too high, and I never chose to fall
off the. wagon. I hope I never will. I
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Under 21? No problem
State University
Underage InDepth ’97 staff writer buys beer at 5 out of 10 stores around San Jose
EDITORS NOTE On Oct 18, Anthony Perez,
a 20-year-old SJ51.1 junior, set out to find stores
where liquor and beer are sold in the campus
neighborhood. Within two blocks of the petiole-

ter of the campus, be found 10 that were open
between 9 and 10 o’clock on that Saturday night.
Perez was able to purchase beer at five of the 10
establiskunents without the use of any identifica-

1. T&P Market, 428 E. Santa Clara St.
40-ounce bottle of Bad Frog
Time: 9:13 p.m.
2. 7-Eleven, 284A S. 11th St.
22-ounce bottle of Mickey’s
Time: 9:21 p.m.
3. S&S Market, 502 S. 10th St.
20-ounce bottle of Rolling Rock
Time: 9:25 p.m.
St.
Sixth
4.7-Eleven, 404 S.
16-ounce can of Red Elephant
Time: 9:32 p.m.
Santa Clara St.
E.
324
Liquors,
5. Bon
20-ounce bottle of Old English 800,
Time: 9:44 p.m.
Special Reserve Tropical Fruit.

BY ANTHONY PEREZ

INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER
My underaged beer tour
around San Jose State University
campus started right after a SJSU
women’s volleyball game on Saturday, Oct. 18.
Before I had left the Event
Center where the volleyball game
was held, I had already laid down
some ground rules, which I followed throughout the one-hour
beer odyssey.
Being only 20 years old, I decided I would not lie about my age
to the clerks I encountered. If any
of them asked for my identification
card my response would be "I
don’t have it," then I would walk
out the door.
THESE RULES are the same
ones that decoy programs run by
local police agencies use.
Another one of the things I
wanted to do was purchase beer
the underaged drank. To me, this
was malt beer or other inexpensive
beer for those who just want alcohol inside without caring about
what it tastes like.
Just minutes after leaving the
volleyball game, I drove over to
Lucky’s on 727 E. Santa Clara St.,
headed for the back of the store
where the cold beer is kept and
grabbed a six-pack of Rolling Rock
in bottles.
The clerk ran my beer over the
scanner, gave me the amount and,
while I was handing him a $10 bill,
asked for some identification. I
told him I had none and he
replied, "Sorry, I can’t sell then." A
bit of embarrassment came over
me while I walked out of the store
and returned to my truck.
MY NEXT STOP was a liquor
store just east of Lucky’s on Santa
Clara St. called T&P Market.
I went inside, picked up a 40ouncer of Bad Frog and went up to
the register where a female clerk
rang me up. I pulled out the same
$10 bill that I tried to use at
Lucky’s and gave it to her. She
made me change, and I walked out
with the beer.
Going in a clockwise direction
around SJSU, I stopped at the 7Eleven store on 452 E. Santa Clara

St. I went inside and grabbed a
six-pack of Coors in bottles and
walked up to the counter. I put
the beer on the counter and the
clerk then proceeded to ask for
ID. I told him that I had none. I
walked out of the store.
While that 7-Eleven declined
me, another one on 284A S. 11th St.
allowed me to purchase a 22-ounce
bottle of Mickey’s just minutes
later.
THE NEXT STORE I came upon
was S&S Market on the corner of
10th and William streets. The first
thing I noticed when I walked in
was how dusty all the bottles of
wine and hard liquor were.
I selected a 20-ounce bottle of
Rolling Rock and went up to the
front of the store. The clerk asked
for $2 for the bottle. I paid him and
walked out.
College Market was next. A
female clerk didn’t even allow me
to set the beer on the counter before she asked me. I proceeded to
walk out.
I was turned down again this
time at Spartan Market in an attempt to buy a Colt .45.
THERE WAS ONLY one more 7Eleven left to try to buy at arid it
was the one across from the Seventh Street parking garage. Running out of money, I was forced to
start picking out the really, really
cheap beer.
I reached into the refrigerator
and pulled out a can of Elephant
Red. I then walked to the counter
where I paid for the beer and left
the store. The clerk didn’t ask for
any ID or even look twice at me before I bought the beer.
I headed west on San Salvador
Street until I came upon Campus
Market and selected a 22-ounce
bottle of Mickey’s.
Just as I arrived at the counter,
the female clerk asked for identification. I told her I had none and
she proceeded to put the beer behind the counter.
AFTER MY ATTEMPT at Campus Market, 1 thought I had hit all
the stores that were around campus . Just to make sure, however, I
did another complete circle around
SJSU.
Just seconds after turning onto
Santa Clara Street,! saw a store!
had missed. It was called Bon
Liquors. So I went inside and successfully picked up a bottle of Old
English 800, Tropical Reserve.
Altogether, I was able to buy at
five out of the 10 stores. I started
the night with a little over $20 and
when I was finally done a few
minutes before 10 p.m. I was down
to just $4.
I finished my night having
successfully completed half my attempts, something the women’s
volleyball team wish they had
done that same night. Instead Colorado State crushed them 15-7, 153 and 15-8.

Violations

Law establishments broke when
selling to Perez:
25658. (a) Every person who sells, furnishes, gives, or causes to be sold, furnished, or given away, any alcoholic beverage to any person under the age of 21 years
is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Did not Sell

Sold

Boy tells
how he
bought
like a
man

tion. letters mailed to the stores below on Nov.
4 acknowledged Peter’s illegal attempts and offered each an opportunity to comment. None
had done so by the InDepth ’97 presstime.

1. Lucky’s , 272 E. Santa Clara St.
Time: 9:09 p.m.
2. 7-Eleven, 452 E. Santa Clara St.
Time: 9:16 p.m.
3. College Market, 502 S. Sixth St.
Time: 9:29 p.m.
4. Spartan Market, E. San Fernando St.
Time: 9:36 p.m.
5. Campus Market, 134 E. San Salvador St.
Time: 9:40 p.m

Law Perez broke when
purchasing beer:
(b) Any person under the age of 21
years who purchases any alcoholic beverage, or any person under the age of 21
years who consumes any alcoholic beverage in any on-sale premises, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

Excerpt from the California Business
and Professions Code

ABC covertly seeks out
violators of alcohol laws
Agency keeps
tabs on illegal
alcohol buyers
and sellers
BY ANTHONY PEREZ

INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER
Most likely no Alcohol Beverage
Control investigator will go rampaging down the street with three-foot
baton and shield in hand, yet this state
agency manages covertly to catch
thousands of drinkers and owners of
alcohol-serving establishments breaking the law.
The ABC is a state-run agency
that is primarily responsible for issuing licenses to those who manufacture, transport and sell alcoholic beverages within California using plainclothes investigators.
’THE ABC’S SECOND responsibility
is enforcing California codes - Health
and Safety Codes, Business and Professions Codes and Penal Codes - on
those licensed premises
"This involves anything from
sales to minors to sale of drugs in
stores and bars," said Chris O’hanlon,
Santa Clara County region’s lead ABC
investigator.
One of the most-used and effective ways to sell to the underage is by
using a decoy program. The ABC
doesn’t directly use this tool, but instead sets up and trains police departments.
"There have not been any problems (with local decoy programs),"
O’hanlon said. "Other areas of the
state have had problems . . . because
they used decoys that looked much

older than 19-year-olds.
Law enfonement may take up
much of the agency’s time, but it also
runs several educational programs
aimed at alcohol vendors.
TRYING TO PREVENT alcohol violations, the ABC has started programs
like LEAD, Licensee Education on Alcohol & Drugs Program; GALE, Grant
Assistance to Local Law Enforcement
Program; and IMPACT, Informed
Merchants Preventing Alcohol-Related Crimes
These programs aim to teach the
owners and their workers not to sell to
underage patrons or allow places that
sell alcohol to become overrun with illegal drugs or rowdy behavior.

My store is near
San Jose State and
time to time we
have a minor try to
sneak in and buy
alcohol:’
Ron Kim,
Spartan Market

The ABC spends most of its efforts licensing bars, stores and distributors that sell alcohol. The agency,
however, also initiates contacts with
these entities if it gets word that laws
have been broken.
MANY of the initiations come from
complaints, but the ABC also does
random license checks and stakeouts.
"Our biggest problem (in the
downtown area) comes when San Jose
Live closes," O’hanlon said. "There
have been a few riot-type situations."
O’hanlon said that there haven’t

been any problems with either fraternity houses or sororities surrounding
SJSU for years.
"If we hear about a pay party,
we’ll take action," O’hanlon said, "but
we have had no complaints."
Ron Kim, owner of the Spartan
Market located a block south of SJSU,
said his store does its best to prevent
sales to minors.
"My store is near San Jose State
and time to time we have a minor try
to sneak in and buy alcohol,’ Kim
said. "We do our best."
Kim said in his 10 years of ownership, the ABC has never cited him.
In keeping with the "three strikes"
bandwagon that has swept across the
nation in the past couple of years, the
California Legislature passed a threestrike bill pertaining to alcohol sellers
that went into effect this year.
THE FIRST TIME a bar or liquor
store is caught violating its license, it
will be suspended for 15 days. The
owner can pay a fine ranging from
$1,500 to $6,000, instead of a suspension.
The second violation within a 36month period is a mandatory 25-day
suspension. The owner can’t pay a
fine to get out of the suspension on
the second strike.
The third violation within a 36month period is a revocation of the license.
According to O’hanlon, "a couple" of liquor stores in Santa Clara
County have lost their licenses under
the new law.
The ABC is divided by population
into 24 regions. The Santa Clara County office is based in San Jose just one
block west of SJSU.

Battle assumes PEP oversight
BY SANDRA AVILA

INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER
Oversight duties for alcohol- and drug-abuse prevention at SJSU have been added to the responsibilities
of Oscar Battle, Ph.D., health education coordinator.
The shift came last month when Harriet Pila, director of the Prevention Education Program known as the
PEP Center, became associate director of the Student Life
Center.
Battle, who is in charge of the health education department headquartered in the Student Health Center,
has begun a search for Pila’s replacement. He said he is
seeking candidates with master’s degrees, although
bachelor’s degree applicants will be considered. Experience with drug- and alcohol-abuse prevention is important, he indicated.
A position was posted Nov. 1 throughout California

State University campuses and in
newspapers. "My goal is to have the
position filled by the end of the semester," said Battle, who has been at SJSU
for 21 years.
Battle gave these responsibilities
for the PEP coordinator: "recruitment
and training of peers and volunteers of
the PEP Center; Outreach program (alcohol and drug) throughout campus;
Battle
training and educating of clubs and
student organizations; providing community service opportunity for persons who have been sanctioned for violations of university policy (by judicial affairs or residential life); teaching alcohol awareness class (3 hours)
which entails the myth about alcohol and the risks of alcohol."
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Sure they drink
in the dorms

Upside-downing a brew

But minors still face consequences
BY JEREMIAH G. OSHAN
INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER

Time was when a walk through
the dorms at SJSU basically guaranteed a contact high.
The halls were filled, as the stories go, with the familiar smell of
burning marijuana during the height
of the hippie era.
San Jose State was considered
one of the best party schools during
the ’60s and ’70s. The university consitently found itself near the top of
the rankings in Playboy. Beer flowed
freely in the residence halls, as dorms
sponsored "keggers" to signify the
end of finals.
"San Jose State was quite the
party school," said Susan Meyers,
Ph.D., associate dean of the College
of Education and a faculty member
since 1979. "They were still having
some serious problems keeping the
students in line at graduation."
THE DORMS helped make quite a
name for SJSU during this era, a reputation that it wanted to change.
When sociology Professor Gail
Fullerton was appointed university
president in 1978, she not only became the first female president at
SJSU, she also brought a tougher
stance on alcohol.
The policy was credited with
helping to end the widely spread
image of SJSU being a party school.
For the most part, school-sponsored events no longer had alcohol
provided. This meant that underage
drinking was no longer allowed in
the dorms, but alumni and sporting
events continued to serve alcohol.
"The drinking on campus had really gotten out of hand," said Meyers.
"It was like the counterculture of the
’60s still existed, but they no longer
had their goals such as fighting the
war (Vietnam) and civil rights.
Drinking and partying seemed to be
the way that students were releasing
that energy."
EVEN THOUGH SJSU had essentially escaped its image, drinking in
the dorms still continued.
During the mid-’80s, housing director Willie Brown addressed the alcohol policy inconsistencies in the
seven residence halls. Students had
begun to complain that some dorms

BY MERLE E. BARUCH
INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER

seemed to allow drinking in common
areas as long as no one was being disturbed, while others prohibited it.
The Student Housing License
Agreement states, "A resident who is
at least 21 years of age that elects to
consume alcohol in his or her apartment must do so without anyone
under 21 years of age in the apartment . . ." It also prohibits anyone
from transporting open containers in
common areas or having "common
source" containers in their room.
Brown essentially made this standard
policy among all the dorms.
FRED NAJJAR was the next permanent director of housing in 1989;
by this time alcohol was no longer a
major issue.
"Alcohol use was less of a problem than any other campus that I had

Alcohol
use was
less of a
problem
than any
other campus that I
had worked on.
Fred Najjar,
former director of
housing at SJSU

worked on," said Najjar, who was director until 1995. "The policies were
already pretty solid before I got hue.
I just strengthened them a little."
During his entire time as housing
director, Najjar said that he did not
remember any major incidents. He
attributed this largely to the fact that
SJSU was a commuter school.
Underage drinking has not disappeared from the dorms. It is, however, not seen as a major problem
among students or faculty.
"Drinking plays a big part in college," said Makoto Ushihara, resident
director of Joe West Hall, "so it does
happen." He also said that when students are punished it’s done in an educational way, such as sending them

was mounted to conduct a
"class act" commencement
with no alcohol present.
This announcement was
distributed with the invitations to the ceremony. The
strategy worked, Wall said,
in one year.
"Other issues emerged
showing that the university
in previous years had unintentionally promoted the
sale and use of alcohol,"
Wall said.
DEAN BATT, then dean
of student services and later
vice president, disclosed that the advertisement on the
Spartan Stadium billboard carried the name of a beer
company that had won the spot by outbidding others.
Fullerton stopped the practice.
Seven years ago, Harriet Pila came to San Jose from
the University of Florida in a national search for a prevention specialist and educator in substance abuse and
sexual assault. She took over the Prevention Education
Program, otherwise known as the PEP Center.
"We want students to understand about what they
are doing and to make responsible choices," Pila said.
"We don’t tell them what to do, but we do show them
that there are alternatives to alcohol."
THE GREEK SYSTEM, commonly known for its fiveflowing alcoholic parties, started to monitor and reduce
their alcohol use, and six went completely dry, because
their insurance coverage was being threatened as students became ill, or wore.
Servers on campus, even today, are continually
being educated and are providing alternatives to alcohol. Still, the campus is not alcohol-free.
"We still have a problem with binge drinking and
promoting its use, but we are getting better," Wall said.

Alcohol use
on campus
declines due
to programs

In the late 1980s, SJSU’s
reputation as a serious institution of learning diminished
because of the easy access of
alcohol and tacit acceptance
by the staff and students, according to Kathleen Wall,
Ph.D., former director of
counseling services.
"Alcohol use on the campus was rampant, and the administration (headed by President Gail Fullerton) had
many concerns," Wall said.
Campus culture was promoting a relaxed atmosphere
toward alcohol consumption, she said. The Spartan Pub,
for example, often advertised that a pitcher of beer was
cheaper than a pitcher of soda.
IN 1908, Counselor Terri Thames, Ph.D., and Wall obtained three years’ funding to set up programs designed
to meet a federal mandate for drug-free schools and
communities.
The grant’s importance heightened with concerns
Fullerton raised about the increased drinking at commencement.
"Graduation ceremonies became an embarrassment
to Fullerton," Walls said. "Cases of beer and champagne
were being passed down from the stands to the graduates and it was really getting out of hand. There was so
much alcohol at graduation that students and their families were not attending because of their uncomfortableness."
A graduation decorum committee was established
as a response to Fullerton’s concern. The committee was
led by Dan Buerger, executive assistant to the president,
and consisted of students, faculty, staff members, the director of counseling, and the chief of police.
Through the efforts of the committee, a campaign

to the PET Center.
"We know underage drinking is
still going on," Ushihara said. "We
try to give students alternatives by
having programs put on by Resident
Advisers."
DRINKING IS NOT even the biggest
problem in the dorms, said Connie
Hernandez, associate director of Residential Life. She said marijuana use
seems to be becoming the bigger
problem.
"I really haven’t seen or heard
about any major incidents since I’ve
been here," said Hernandez, who
came to SJSU at the beginning of the
semester.
Despite the absence of any serious incidents, the housing administration has consistently made moves
to prevent another problem from arising. One such move was separating
the three-floor freshman house in Joe
West Hall into six separate wings in
the brick dorms.
"There are more freshmen now,"
said Ushihara, "so we thought it
would be better to separate them."
Now that the dorms are at full capacity they are having to adjust to an
unfamiliar situation. To address this
they are continuing to try and develop uniform policies in regard to alcohol.
"Punishment is more harsh
now," said a second year Hoover Hall
resident. "Almost a whole freshmen
wing has been documented (cited)
over the course of the semester."
While a freshman resident at
Markham Hall said that as long as no
one is beling disturbed, the Resident
Advisers don’t really do anything.
AN INFORMAL SURVEY of dorm
residents showed that while they
tend to drink more in a single sitting
than the average SJSU student, most
did not see it as a major problem.
Even among non-drinkers, most did
not think that drinking was a major
problem in the dorms.
For now, administrators seem to
be taking these attitudes into account
and are willing to "let a sleeping dog
lie" and not take any drastic measures to curb drinking in the dorms.
Incidents like the alcohol-poisoning
deaths at MIT and LSU are viewed as
extremely unlikely here.

Lionel Boskie controls the beer
tap as Jeff Brown performs an

Charles Slay for inDeptti 97
acrobatic drinking stunt at a
football tailgate party Sept 13.

Downtown clubs
lure SJSU students
BY JASON STULL

INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER

San JOSC’S downtown area, once a
red-light district, is now seeing green
in the form of money from the pockets of thirsty patrons.
Not surprisingly, a good number
of those who seek out bars and clubs
downtown are SJSU students.
With more than 20 establishments in the downtown area serving
liquor, beer and wine, students have
more choices than the Spartan l’ub
where they can drop some cash
"THE DOWNTOWN area, particularly around First Street, has really
become a mainstay of ‘Nin
nightlife,. said Nga Trinli .1 l,Jj’t’r In
n
prom,itioiL,: and
director for the ’san Jose Downtown
Association.
Before the renovation, the area
was a high-crime zone, frequented by
prostitutes and drug pushers. Now,
the area is much safer and consequently more attractive to those looking to spend cash.
And there are many perks for
students.
Many clubs, including the popular San lose Live, offer discounts to
students, either on drinks or on admission.
Every Thursday at San Jose live
is college night Those patrons who
produce their schtxt1 ID cards (and, of
course, proof of drinking age) get in
for $3 instead of the normal $5. Once
in, patrons can participate in a variety of activities, like video games,
televised sports events or other
events sponsored by the club.
And of course there is always the
liquor. Several bar areas in the club
serve drinks in plastic cups.
TWO FEMALE STUDENTS who
chose not to identify themselves
readily idenfitied the most popular
activity in San Jose Live. "Everyone
knows this as a total meat market,"
one said. Men outnumbered women
about seven-to-one on a recent October night.
A half block north of San Carlos
Street, the Flying Pig Pub offers a different atmosphere and without a
cover charge.
This dimly lit drinking den
spore; more ’60s and ’70s music than
a K-Tel sampler. Perhaps geared toward an older crowd, the Pig also of-
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Designated
driving
defined in
the ’90s
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California
The results below indicate when SJSU students started dnnking
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SOURCE/ Joumallsm 134 straw poll

Winsten, current director of the
center. It was an almost immediate
success, he said.
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Alcohol is still taking a tragic
drinking and driving have
toll on the roads. A 1995 National
changed.
Highway Traffic Safety AdminisJosh Escobar, 21, an art major,
tration survey showed that up to
uses a modified designated-drione-half of drunken drivers leave
ving plan. lie and his friends plan
a bar or restaurant legally drunk
ahead, he said, and try to limit
and that almost one-half of all trafthemselves to two drinks in four
fic fatalities are alcohol-related.
or five hours.
STATISTICS BY Mothers
that’s well in line with the
Against Drunk Driving (MADD)
legal California blood-alcohol concentration limit of 0.08 percent.
in 1996 showed that almost onefourth elf all alcohol-related traffic
Drivers under age 21 have a limit
cif 0.01 percent; commercial drivers
fatalities involved legal levels of
blood-alcohol. Legal blood-alcohol
must meet a 0.04 percent limit.
"DESIGNATED DRIVERS are
limits are points of contention for
many proponents of designated
responsible for our safety," Escodriving who think that "drink,
bar said. If he and his friends do
don’t drive should mean just that.
drink texi much, he said, they will
walk to a friend’s house, but none
Others argue that the law says
of them will drive.
they can drink and drive, if they
Bradford pointed out that
limit it tel a drink or two over a few
some bars and clubs in San Jose
hours.
provide designated drivers with
Most states have a legal bloodunlimited free soda, as does the
alcohol concentration of 0.10 percent, but a measure pending in
Spartan Pub. Its Sober Spartan
Congress would mandate lowerProgram, which began around
ing the limit to 0.08 percent. States
1989, encourages designated drinot cooperating would risk losing
ving by offering that driver unlimfederal highited non-alcoway money.
hulk beverages.
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who has wit"Drinking has
art major
nessed people
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pus since the
"If somemid -80s,"
one says, ’What, you drove home?’
Kalmoutis said, adding that binge
they say, ’I know, I shouldn’t
drinking doesn’t take place in the
have, said Jones, who doesn’t
Pub at all. In the past the Pub
would order kegs elf beer during
drive at all.
OVERALL, alcohol-related
finals week for "a big blowout,"
traffic fatalities are down 24 perbut Kalmoutis said during the last
two semesters, thew hasn’t been
cent, from 22,715 in 1985 to 17,274
in 1995, according to the National
any interest.
Highway Traffic Safety AdminisSHE REMEMBERS the Pub
being listed in the newspaper
tration. An increase appeared for
Metro as one of the top 50 clubs in
the first time in seven years in althe Bay Area prior to the renovacohol-related traffic fatalities
tion of downtown San Jose. In
among 15- to 20-year-olds - from
those days it was open from 11
2,206 deaths in 1995 to 2,315 in
a.m. tel 10 p.m., Monday through
1996, the NHTSA reported in July.
Wednesday and until midnight,
Binge drinking is a suspected
Thursday and Friday. Today its
cause for the increase, according to
hours are 11 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. and
MADD.
it is the most crowded during the
afternoon television soap operas,
Kalmoutis said.

Club policies from moderation to abstinence
BY SUZANNE FERRANTE
IND F"H 97 Srarr WP,’F H

For religious clubs on campus, the use of
alcohol is not necessarily a simple yes or a no.
1h.’ Mormon Church’s health code calls
for foll,.wers to abstain from liquor, tobacco,
and other stimulai its, including coffee and tea.
Similarly, people of the Baha’i faith do not indulge in alcohol either.
"People come from all walks of life. Many
people who are not Baha’i are in the club,"
said Ltlitia Priddy, sponsor of the Baha’i Club.
Because the club’s objective is to learn
about the Baha’i faith - and not all of its 15 to
20 members are practicing - members can’t
make a club decision on the issue of dnnking
on campus.

The Catholic Campus Ministry also feels
that the decision to drink is up to the individual. Representing its 60 members, Virginia
!tinkle said, "Anything in moderation. If it is
used in excess, it’s not a good thing."
Age and maturity level are other factors in
how religious clubs on campus view drinking.
For the older members in the Eagle Spirit Native American Student Association, it is not a
topic that comes up. On the other end of the
spectrum, the Jewish Student Union does not
serve alcohol at events because the group
caters to those under 21. Depending on the age
of the club members, views about drinking on
college campuses differ.
"We have a no alcohol policy, but on Fridays we do have a special bread with wine.

Nothing in excess," said Roland Roth of JSU.
For clubs and religions that do not prohibit alcohol, it doesn’t mean that all members
drink.
"One of our four members has been off
drugs and alcohol for two years. It’s a big
issue for her," said Evonne Wilson of the Eagle
Spirit Native American Association.
"Alcohol is a problem with Native Americans. She sees that and puts it toward herself.
It’s a big fight. She’s in touch with her culture," said Wilson. The Four Winds Indian
Center located downtown has sent a few people trying to get off alcohol to the club.
Whether religious organizations on campus abstain from alcohol, the prevailing view
is that excessive use of alcohol is not good.

Statistics
show the
youngest
still at risk
Alcohol-related
casualties decline in
every group except
16 to 20 year olds
BY YVETTE A. TREJO
INDEPTH

97

STAFF WRITER

Statistically, California traffic accidents involving alcohol favored every group but one in
1996- the youngest legal drivers.
California Highway Patrol figures reveal
that 16- to 20-year-olds are the only drivers failing to show a steady decline - in DUI arrests, alcohol-involved fatal crashes, injury crashes, victims killed and victims injured.
AND ALTHOUGH the 1,254 men, women and
children who died of injuries in alcohol-related
collisions in the state last year represented a decrease from the 1995 total, the statistics showed
high school and college-age students are still especially at risk.
Rich Stewart, CUP public information officer, said he believes it is the inexperience in driving that is keeping the number of deaths and
injuries from
dropping for
There is
the youngest
driving
already a
group. "There
lot of
is already a lot
awareof awareness," Stewart
ness.
said. "It is up
Rich
to personal reStewart,
sponsibility,
CH
P
parental intervention and
the law enforcement agencies."
More 21 to 25 year olds kill and injure
themselves than the 16 to 20 year olds, Steward
said, but that "is probably because these are the
years where alcohol use is most extensive." tie
added that the age group contains a higher
number of drivers and it’s legal for them to
drink.
The number of injuries and deaths among
those who are 21 to 25 has seen a steady decline
in California in the last three years. National statistics assessing alcohol-related incidents do not
discriminate by age, gender or ethnicity, but one
age group is in need of the most help, according
to the National Commission Against Drunk
Driving. Drinking drivers who are 21 to 34
make up about half of all the drunken drivers
involved in fatal alcohol-related crashes. This
age group is also about twice as likely as other
drivers to have experienced a prior crash.
THE NCADD is a non-profit organization
"dedicated to minimizing the human and economic losses resulting from motor vehicle
crashes by working to make driving impaired a
socially unacceptable act."
NCADD statistics show that 21- tel 34-year
-olds are the most resistant to changing their
drinking and driving behavior. During the past
10 years, the number of underage drunken drivers has decreased by 40 percent, compared
with a 13 percent decrease in the number of 21 to 34-year-old drunken drivers.
NCADD, in its efforts to help reduce the
number of drunken drivers, has targeted young
adult drinking drivers with the Commission
Communities Project.
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS have joined the
campaign. The pioneering Mothers Against
Drunk Driving declares that its "mission is tel
stop drunk driving and to support the victims
of this violent crime." It was founded in 1980
by a small group of California women.
MADD has this message for people who
break the law by drinking and driving: "Those
injured and killed in drunk driving collisions
are not accident victims." It is MADD’s belief
that the deaths and injuries caused each year by
impaired drivers can be prevented because it is
the driver’s choice to drink, and then tel drive.
SADD is an outgrowth of MADD. Students
Against Drunk Driving can be found at many
high schools and has helped young students
learn the responsibility of driving safely and
unimpaired.
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Alcohol abuse knows no borders
Problems exist
throughout world
BY SUSAN WIEDMANN
INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER

Andrew Shin, a 24-year-old San Jose State
University graphic design student, views alcohol use in his native Korea as being a necessary
part of everyday life.
"Americans treat alcohol as a drug," Shin
said, "but in Korea it is more like a food group."
Drinking in Korea is also a status symbol,
according to Shin. "Guys who drink a lot show
they are socially active and successful."
SHIN’S ASSESSMENT of drinking attitudes
in Korea can be extended to indude towns and
cities worldwide, from small towns in Africa to
major population centers in Europe and the Far
East. In spite of ubiquitous studies that try to explain why people drink, the fact remains that
drinking has been - and continues to be - an accepted social norm throughout most of the
world.
SJSU’s international students, U.S.-born students and staff members who travel extensively
possess basic insights into the worldwide social
and cultural attitudes regarding drinking.
JANA SASHADRI, a journalism major, grew
up in India. "I remember that men drank heavily, especially those from the middle and upper
class," she said. "There is now a bit more drinking among women, too. For the alcohol impaired, there is a rail network," she said.
Among the lower class, Sashadri said, alcohol is frowned upon because it has broken up so

because of foreign business and tourism, Malak
said, but residents of those countries would find
it difficult to purchase even one drink.
JINNAN WU, 33, an MBA student at SJSU, was
born in China and has lived here for eight years.
He went to college in Beijing, and found that the
drinking attitudes in that heavily populated city
were similar to those in his hometown in south
China.
"People drink for fun, to relax, to get the
feeling of being stoned," Wu said.
What has changed in China recently, he
said, is an increase in cars and trucks, and therefore an increase in drunken-driving problems.
WHAT MAY BE changing in some countries is
the attitude toward drinking and driving.
France already has stricter drunken-driving
laws than the United States, as the fatal car crash
involving Princess Diana reminded the world.
Great Britain plans to reduce its legal blood-alcohol concentration limit by 1998, according to
the Institute of Alcohol Studies, to bring it in line
with Belgium, France, Holland and Portugal.
In Korea, the new drunken-driving laws are
strict, ranging from heavy fines to loss of a driving license. An available public transportation
system is an option there, and it is used by
many people who go out drinking, Shin said.
THE PUBLIC transportation system is also excellent in Munich, Germany, especially during
Oktoberfest, said Linda McGinnis of Spartan
Dining Services. Germany has very strict drunken-driving laws, she said, and everyone appears
to be clear about when not to drive.
She has been to Germany five times during
the renowned autumn beer-drinking celebration
and has found that even college students do not
become rowdy.

many homes. Nonetheless, a moonshine equivalent is the drink of choice among the homeless
on the streets of India.
Michele Young, 35, an environmental studies graduate student, has had direct experience
with cultural attitudes in Africa: She was in the
Peace Corps from 1986-’91, when she lived in
the south African countries of Botswana and
Namibia. Young has also traveled to Europe and
Asia.
"ALCOHOLISM IS prevalent around the
world," said Young. "In Africa, it is part of the
social structure." She defined alcoholism as
being "when you no longer control the drinking;
it controls you."
Young remembers children in Africa coming
to her, a Peace Carps worker, for advice about
parents who were drunk. "The tradition to
drink is time-honored," Young said, "but these
people have cars now. Drunken driving is now
the No. 1 cause of death in Botswana.
"MY PHILOSOPHY about drinking and the
human species is that uncontrolled drinking will
happen in any culture. Some people are predisposed to being bad drinkers," said Young.
But strong religious beliefs can have a powerful influence in matters involving alcohol use.
Talal Malak, 24, a computer engineering
major, comes from Kuwait, where alcohol use is
prohibited. He said he feels there is pressure to
drink in the United States, especially since alcoholic beverages can be purchased even in grocery stores.
"YOU SEE IT here everywhere, but if you
have strong beliefs inside you, you won’t
(drink)," Malak said.
Other Arabic countries, such as Bahrain,
Egypt, Jordan and Lebanon permit alcohol use

Some believe consumption
will curtail depression

Battle against booze may
be tougher for women
BY MELANIE BALANGUE

INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER

Carolyn Miles started drinking in her twenties - a late
bloomer some people might say.
Drinking was limited only on occasions such as hanging
out with friends. Somewhere in the middle, her life began to
spiral downward into a dark abyss of depression and alcoholism.
Miles became one of the 4.6 million women in the United
States who suffer from alcohol abuse and various other types
of alcohol-related problems.
Women of all economic, social and cultural backgrounds
are not immune to the effects of alcohol: mothers, daughters
and wives can easily fall victim - there is no typical female
problem drinker, according to NIAAA, National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
Lucia Shiffer, a rape and drug abuse counselor who is involved in the assault prevention program at the YWCA, said
women who drink face more social and emotional barriers
than their male counterparts. One factor, Shifter said, could be
attributed to a double standard.
"Women are stigmatized more if they are alcoholic," Shiffer said. "Male alcoholism is widely accepted more than female
alcoholism because naturally we are a society that is harder on
women."
Because women seldom encounter supportive environments, said Poupak Roubash, an intern for Stanford Alcohol
and Drug Treatment Center, their ability to deal with the emotional issues arising from their alcoholism becomes harder.
Miles, a recovering alcoholic and the mother of three children, still feels some regret and remorse for the lifestyle she has
lived in the past. Now at age 50, she has finally come to terms
with that guilt. Miles said she is grateful for her experiences because she feels that it is helpful for her own well-being and the
well-being of other women who are currently dealing with the
same issues.
Social and
emotional issues
Information compiled by the National Institute on Drug
and Alcohol stated that women face stronger emotional and
social issues that differentiate male and female drinking. Some
of the emotional and social issues that face women suffering
from alcohol are:
more social stigma and shame,
rationalization and denial,
low self-esteem (feelings of worthlessness, depression)
continuous anxiety and worry.
Roubash, who has extensively studied research on the social aspect of alcohol and women, said some women use alcohol as a coping mechanism to deal with emotional problems

plaguing their lives; but instead of alleviating the problem, it
only enhances their troubles and fears.
For Miles, there were times in the past when a drink was
needed in the morning just to get started. With alcohol, she
could function normally but the feelings of inner turmoil were
at times too hard to bear.
"I could function really well, but the downside of that was
the fact I would be in so much remorse and feel so much selfpity afterwards because once again I wasted my money (on alcohol and drugs)," Miles said. "I didn’t want to show my face;
it was just a deep, emotional and painstaking moment every
weekend."
Roubash said women who use alcohol and have underlining depression tend to believe the misconception that drinking
can lift that depression.
"Some of the things that contribute to alcoholism are depression and anxiety," Roubash said. ’The adverse effect of alcohol on any mood disorder is that it makes it worse."
Genetics
and alcoholism
According to recent studies compiled by Duke University,
have shown that genetics does play a key role in women’s susceptibility to alcohol. It was found that genetics contributes to
60 percent of the factor determining a person’s vulnerability to
alcohol.
Keith Nelson, program manager for O’Connor Ilospital
Recovery Center, said children who have been born and reared
in alcohol-dependent environments by one or both alcoholic
parents are genetically predisposed to develop alcohol problems. Their chances of becoming alcoholics increase by 50 percent or more, Nelson said.
A study published in a 1992 issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association regarding the correlation between genetics and alcoholism found substantial evidence to
suggest that genetic factors do play a large role in the cause or
origin alcoholism. The study, which involved 1,030 pairs of
twins, discovered that regardless of the stage of alcoholism, the
relationship between identical twins was much greater than for
fraternal twins. These findings ultimately suggest that genetic
Factors account for half of the causes for alcohol abuse.
This factor proved true in the case of Miles, who was the
child of weekend alcoholics. Miles admitted that she fell into
the same addictive cycle as her parents, an addiction that
caused her to spend $2(X) to $300 a week on alcohol and cocalm.
Miles wasn’t the only victim: Her two eldest daughters
both fell into the trap of alcoholism. One is still battling the disease, while the other is recovering.
Health
A 1981 national survey done by the American Journal of
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"There is a different mentality," McGinnis
said. "They are interested in other things."
Young thinks that may be because there is
no mystique about drinking in parts of Europe
as there is in the United States. "Here, when
people leave parents, many go on a binge, a rebellion," she said. "And kids are not thinking in
terms of living to be a hundred."
BUT THE REBELLION does not appear to be
strictly American. Severine Baffalie, 22, a student here on a visa, is from a suburb of Paris.
She said that to have a successful party in high
school, alcohol had to be present and that there
was always someone over the legal age of 18
who would buy it. The most popular students at
the school drank a lot. Her parent’s generation,
she said, was more likely to have wine with
meals.
Food and wine are also important in Greece
where "alcohol consumption is always in relation to food, to enhance food," said Nina
Kalmoutis, retail operations manager for Spartan Dining Services.
KALMOU11S IS OF GREEK ancestry and has
visited the islands often, most recently in 1994.
She said that after a large midday meal that includes wine, people close their shops and reopen after they have rested.
Young said she noticed during her stay in
Greece that people didn’t drive much. However,
she also found that some people in the Mediterranean countries tended to drink "a lot of times
during the day," and that it was socially accepted.
She pointed out that Alcoholics Anonymous
exists all over the world, regardless of local attitudes about drinking.

Public Health found that women who drink moderately are
less likely to develop alcohol dependency or alcohol-related
problems than men, but women who are chronic drinkers
equal and sometimes surpass men in the number of alcohol-related problems. The U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services defines moderate drinking for women as one drink
per day.
Although women generally drink less than men, the adverse effects of consistent or chronic drinking can be detrimental to a woman’s health; a woman who drinks excessively may
die of alcohol-related complications much earlier than her male
counterpart.
Roubash said in general, women start drinking later than
men do. She said the average age of a man to start drinking is
19, for a woman, 24. Women who drink half as much as men,
have the same amount of alcohol in their system The occurrence of a higher concentration of alcohol in a woman is due to
the lower levels or lack of hydrogenase (the enzyme that metabolizes alcohol).
The physical toll alcohol has on a woman’s body is greater
than its toll on men. According to the NIAAA, the death rate
among women alcoholics is 50 to 100 percent higher than male
alcoholics.
Information compiled by the National Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse at Columbia University stated that
women develop alcohol -related illnesses such as cirrhosis and
brain or heart damage as well as other illnesses at a more rapid
pace than men.
Hard road
to treatment
In a 1989 Alcoholics Anonymous survey, women made up
about 35 percent to the members in their program.
Because studies have found that women suffer more emotionally, treatment; for women differ from that of male oriented alcohol treatment centers. Shiffer, a counselor who has had
firsthand experience with alcoholic women, said these treatments help women face and work through their emotional
pain.
"Men tend to analyze the reasons behind their drinking
and work on the emotional aspect later," Shifter said. "Women
on the other hand tend to work on both analysis and emotion
both at the same time; that’s why (treatments) are more intense
for a woman to accomplish or reach her goal."
Roubasl t and her colleagues have observed in their dealings with women alcoholics, that if during recovery, a woman
were to be put back into her original environment, the presence of support would be lacking. Thus, without the support
of others, Rol ibash said, the ability for a woman to maintain
her goal would be unsuccessful.
Miles path to recovery was a difficult one. Several attempts to kick her alcohol dependency in the past failed at
first. Co-ed meetings involving men and women weren’t helpful for her; somehow she felt as if she need more personal attention, which she found in women-only groups.
The determining factor that forced Miles to finally ignore
the lure of alcohol and drugs came with the realization that she
was no longer existing in life. The figure through the looking
glass was someone she barely recognized, an empty shell of
someone who once was but no longer remained.
After 10 years of struggle, Miles has finally obtained some
semblance of control and normality in her life. Voicing her spiritual faith, Miles works with others who face similar issues.
"I’ve made amends with myself," Miles said. "The only
way I can continue with my amends is to stay clean and sober
and to just be the parent that I am and try my best - because I
can’t go back and change things I did in the past. I wish I
could, but I can’t."
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JOSE’S SOLUTION TO THE
SAN
TRADITIONAL JAIL "DRUNK
TANK" FOUND ITS BEGINNINGS
IN A DOWNTOWN RESTAURANT OVER
LUNCH.
11.1 paper napkin, loe Rie as, a former San
Ii iii if imate. and I )aniel ’asquez. his
ii
r w Arden, (cliceputalized a sale haven for
sal
lara ountv’s inebriated.
It he, arm. the blueprints for what would later
I. 0101 the s ,bering Station.
I he idea r r0 tiled .1 positive solution to a
ing pi, 1’ km especially for Sail It se’s downlit as surrounding neighborhoe xis. Coml..:
)avid Pandori joined concerned neighbor)I tip
lean up the downtown area and
make it sate tor the residents and their children.
I and. in pi, pi .sed a city-funded program, already
in place in N111
t. 011111V, to divert public theti’s tot less expensive plat t’ to sober up.
l’and,,ri said such .1 fa( ilitv would provide a viable alternative to
t..r those arrested for public intoxication and would aLso make
Ole pt l
department’s ji.b easie.r, as well as save the city morey
Sit i 1. 1st. paid Santa Clara County about $140 plus the booking
ilargt‘ \ in time somei,ne was arrested and hoc ke.ci into the cc ’unte 1.111.
"INa. ii I hove put these, people up at the Fairmont at the same
rand. said.
[he te sent ollt a r0.11.1V!..t tor proposal. Rivas and Vasquez
e ere up ti , the challenge.
Rivas, who had spent half of his 48 years incarcerated, changed
his life around and ee as working as a recovery counselor. Vasquez,
the director ot Santa lara County’s Department of e_orrection, did
flOt 1,00W Rivas when he was incarcerated at Sin Quentin, where
Vasquez had been
warden for 10 years.
It was when Rivas,
Some officers
after being clean and
have been
sober for more than
reluctant to use
10 years, was running a DUI informathe program.
tion and prevention
program at the ElmJoe Rivas,
woe x.1 Rehabilitation
recovering alcoholic
Center in Milpitas
that Vasquez met
him. They have
been the best of friends ever since. They viewed their plans as a winwin situation for the city.
I he City Council expressed concern over the proposal.
"Fhey had little experience in a joint partnership with the county.
It ’,wolves two bureaucracies with territoncil Lime:erns," Vasquez said.
Rica,. familiar with the criminal justice s’ystem and with the poptilt tic xi that wciuld be served by the Sobering Station, wanted to dep a program that would create "productive members for release
hae k into the «11111111.1111ty."
Mei ItV .1grVti to pay $810,1X XI to set up the pilot program in the

The station is a safe haven to both first-time offenders as well as the "illustrious alumni," as Rivas
and his staff endearingly refer to their repeat clients.
Many first-timers are thankful that they weren’t sent
across the street to the Main County Jail; others are
perturbed that they’ve been arrested in the first
place, insisting they aren’t drunk.
According to the station’s statistics, more than
half of the station’s clients are first-timers. After five
visits, the arrestee is sent to jail. Only under special
circumstances, decided by station staff and the arresting officer, can the repeat arrestee be released to
the station.
"Many repeat clients see us as their only security," said station counselor Guadalupe Garza. "We
continue to talk to them, hoping that one time they
may listen to our advice and seek help. We are trying other options instead of incarceration. This is a
disease, not a crime."
Some of the counselors have been in recovery for
INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER
text by Peggy Flynn
years, which Rivas said helps in their identification
with the clients. The counselors must be in recovery
for at least three years. Other counselors are referred
fall of 199.3. Pleased with the results after 15 months, the county took
to as "L-7s (squares) or normies," people who have never had a subover July I. The Center for Iraining and Careers, a non-profit vocastance abuse problem. Mobile mental health teams are dispatched
tional skills training organization, currently administers the program,
from Valley Medical Center to identify mentally ill clients, linking
and Rivas is employed as the director. The $40(1,(XX) annual cost of the them with the appropriate services.
program is borne by the Inmate Welfare Fund, which uses profits
The pristine Sobering Station is located on Hedding Street across
made by phone calls, food and services provided to county inmates.
from the Main Jail and is constantly cleaned by work-release particiNo general fund dollars arc involved.
pants, who are kept busy at no extra cost to the county.
A person arrested on a charge of public intoxication, PC647(0, be"A clean, safe place is important in day-to-day operations,"
comes a "client," when cleared to be taken to the Sobering Station.
Rivas said.
"We treat even one with respect hen.," Rivas said.
There are 20 beds, 17 for men and three for women. The majoriThe police 0011er will take the person to jail if there are any outty of arrestees are Hispanic males, but other ethnic groups and festanding warrants or signs of violence. If medical assistance. is remales are on the rise as the area becomes more diverse and women
quired, the person is taken to Valley Medical Center.
began to increasingly feel the pressures of society. Female and bilin.t’leci
work is minimal. After completing a
gual counselors are available to this cliencertificate ot detention, fingerprints are taken,
tele. Counselors said that some San Jose
Many repeat
and the police citt er is back on his beat in less
State University students have been admitclients see use
than a half-hour Regular hooking time takes
ted, usually after partying in the clubs
three times as long.
downtown.
as their only
"Some officers have been reluctant to use the
After the word spread, many other
scrutiny.
program," Rivas said. But the longer the. station
cities are beginning to utilize the Sobering
stays in business, he said, the more officers are
Station, with Mountain View and SunnyJoe Rivas,
likely to use it.
vale leading the pack. Since July, 1,062
recovering alcoholic
"It seems to be. working, at least for the. short
clients have been admitted. Of those, 79
term," said Andy I oCicero, a veteran San lose
percent are from San Jose, 8 percent are
police officer.
from Mountain View and 7 percent are
The station provides a place where. intoxicated people. can sober
from Sunnyvale. Santa Clara and Palo Alto are also participating.
up and get counseling instead of being incarcerated and released
North County judges interested in the program are cooperating
without any help.
with the Sobering Station by not allowing the release of arrestees
"There’s no revolving door," Pandori said.
who have visited the station more than five times. This gives the arSome of the clients choose to sleep it off. Others talk to the.
restee time to detoxify in jail and then time in a substance abuse procounselors and watch one. of the. many videos on substance abuse or gram offered by the county.
read the. bilingual literature offered. Food and clothing are. also ofThe Sobering Station cannot provide this detoxification program
fered.
because of lack of proper space and funds. However, Rivas and
"Sometimes they are covered in urine el 1114ir clothes are just
Vasquez have prnposed expansion to a 48- to 72-hour program, inplain worn-out," said Rivas. "That’s when eve eer wash their
tensifying their current support services.
clothes or replai c them."
"Joe. (Rivas) has a special connection with this population and
1 hey must stay at least five hours, and can he there for up to 12
continues to find creative ideas to help them," said Lori Ehrlich,
if needed. After Uwy have s( ’bend up, referrals to detoxifica- CTC’s vice president of operations.
th .11 «.nters are. given but may be. refused by the. client.
"1 will never forget where I came from," Rivas said.

Recovering substance abuser’s highs better than ever

g

Joe Rivas, after overcoming his addictions, now
.faces the toughest challenge of his life.
BY PEGGY FLYNN

couldn’t relate to his classmates. tie
was Mexican and his parents were miAt Is. 1.4. Rivas is living the lite he grant farm workers. 1 he only place he
Olt he had lost and is experiencing felt accepted was in his neighborhood.
"Those were. different times. I was
a 1,4 ot firsts I !is first fishing trip. I lis
called ’beaner’ and ’wetback’ and the
first n.11er ic)aster ride. His first dance.
A pivotal moment for Rivas oc- teachers didn’t seem to take an interest,
cured tittevn years ago, when he real- so I stopped coming," said Rivas.
lit, earliest memories of childhood
ized his addiction was out of control.
"I was sitting in this beat-up old included getting drunk at age. 9 and
tar with this girl and her two children," trying heroin at age. 13.
"My dad would whip mu and say,
Ric as said.
-We wen. shivering from the cold, ’Live by my rules or leave,’ so at age 13
and I was trying to decide what to do I left," said Rivas.
I
with the
lived
money 1
with
ity,t
I could have put us up in a
friends
stolen, I
motel and fed us dinner ... or I
and on
c ii ii I it
I h
could buy some heroin, get a
i1 .1 V e
street.
put its
fix and forget about everything.
II
e
up ill a
spent
mote!
Joe Rivas,
III tire
and fed
recovering alcoholic
tIi an
114i cliii
half his
tier .111(1
life incarcerated for burglary, robbery and as1.V001.1 11.1Vt..11.V0k0111’d the next morning with the same problem, or I could sault with a deadly weapon and called
buy s(mie. heroin, get a fix and forget places like. Folsom, Soledad and San
about everything," Rivas said. "Of Quentin "home."
In 1983, after coming down from
,,iirse the heroin won out."
Rivas was a heroin addict with a one of his fixes, Rivas couldn’t escape
the chaos that had become his life.
set ondary addiction to alcohol. Cheap
Fie contacted a friend in San Jose
wine calmed his nerves and rid him of
the shakes so he could steal to get who then sent him a bus ticket. His
money for more heroin. Later, he just new life had just begun.
Rivas entered a detoxification prodrank because it was cheaper than his
gram and was clean in 60 days. Now
primary addiction.
(;rowing up in Fast I..A., Rivas he faced the real challenge.
IriDi 1.114’97 STAFF Wrsciis

If I lose touch with where I came
from, I’ll start believing my own
lies and would start using again.
Joe Rivas,
on staying sober

RIVAS
Got drunk at age 9
Used heroin at age 13
Spent 25 years incarcerated
Sobered up 14 years ago
Coached Little League champs
Needs liver transplant

"It was like trying to fit something
abnormal into a normal world. Give
me. a MI, tell me when to get up, when
to eat and when to go to the yard and I
could function. Now I was responsible
for myself, and I was scared," said
Rivas.
Fie landed his first job making
$4.25 an hour as a utility driver for a
steel company. I le worked his way up
to operations manager hut was later
laid off.
This was at the same time Rivas
discovered he needed a liver transplant
- his ultimate. challenge.
"(loing back to using wasn’t an option," Rivas said, "but I didn’t want to
see or talk to anybody. I wondered,
’Why now, Cod?’ I just couldn’t understand."
Ultimately, his friends’ perseverance pulled him out of the depression

and he embarked on a new profession
as a recovery counselor at Elmwood.
With his ability to identify with the
inmate’s, Rivas’ program became a success and brought the attention of
Daniel Vasquez, director of Santa Clara
County’s I kpartment of Corrections.
Vasquez teamed up with Rivas and established the Sobering Station, a place
where Santa Clara County’s inebriated
can sleep it off and receive counseling.
"Joe has been there and done that.
I le’s not pretentious nor does he have
anything to prove. He is compassionate and has a good character. He has
good ideas and I knew he was the right
one for the job," Vasquez said. "I’ve
known him for over two years and
we’ve been good friends ever since."
For Rivas, the station serves as a
welcome ryminder of the past.
"If I lose touch with where I came
from, I’ll start believing my own lies
and would start using again," Rivas
said. "The disease. of addiction never
gets better, it only gets progressively
worse. It may start out he-he and haha, but somewhere you cross that
imaginary line and you can’t stop at
one."
Rivas and the station’s counselors
provide help and compassion to those
who suffer from the disease of addiction. The station’s "regulars" know

him and look to him and his staff as the
only constant in their lives.
"I love people just like me," said
Rivas. "I would give them the shirt off
my back. I know where they’re going
and I by to get them to think."
"Joe has a genuine concern for this
population. He wants to give back and
has creative ways to help them," said
Rivas’ supervisor, Lori Ehrlich, the vice
president of operations for the Center
for Training and Careers.
Rivas is also touching lives outside
of this familiar population. He coaches
Little League baseball in Willow Glen
and hopes to continue as long as his
health allows.
He is currently on a waiting list for
a liver transplant, but because he was a
substance abuser, he is routinely tested
for drug and alcohol use.
"I will always have to prove myself," Rivas said.
The hardest thing he had to learn
was how to love himself and how to
love others, he said.
Rivas has two daughters, with
whom he continues to build a relationship, and he is also a proud grandfather.
"If I died today," Rivas said, "I’d
die a happy man."
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Student-athletes on teams that are having difficulties, like some of the teams at SJSU

that puts a lot of pressure on the athletes.

John Coughran, pastor and alcohol-abuse counselor formerly of Golden State Warriors

51

When the game is finished
Coughran recalls being greeted by coolers full of
self in trouble, Nardini said, that problem is
Coors and Budweiser in NBA locker rooms after
usually exposed by the media.
games. Few players passed on the drinks.
"Once one person gets busted," Nardini
Coughran went on to serve as an assistant to
said, "the whole team gets a bad rap."
Morrison at SJSU from 1989 to ’92 and today is
"It’s tough when one or two guys blow it
an ordained pastor and certified counselor for
for the whole team," Billington said. "But
drug and alcohol abuse.
that’s the price you pay when you play a
"Society wants to drink for everything,"
sport."
Coughran said. "There’s no limit right now. It’s
Nardini added that the repercussions
either, ’Lees go celebrate’ or ’Let’s wash away
from a negative incident linger for more than
the blues.’"
just that particular season.
THOSE DOWN TIMES are the scariest for an
"People remember the (alcohol related inathlete. Celebration usually happens as a team.
cidents) for years," Nardini said. ’They seem
Sorrow is often drowned away in solitude.
to forget all the positive things you did. If a
"Student-athletes on teams that are having
teammate gets arrested for a DUI, people will
difficulties - like some of the teams at SJSU BY MATT ROMIG
remember that before they remember his batthat puts a lot of pressure on the athletes,"
INDEPTH ’97 STAFF WRITER
ting average."
Coughran said. "With the stress of academics
One last goal-line stand. One more drive to
Adrian Phillips, a former baseball player
and athletics, that can lead to escapism."
the basket. One more hour in the weight room.
and non-drinker, said he can’t take issue with
An athlete struggling with alcohol abuse is
One more. Always, one more.
students who criticize scholarship athletes
particularly isolated. Coaches are not often apAthletes must test their limits. It is demandwho drink.
proached for fear of admitting breaking team
ed by coaches, teammates and fans.
"I can’t blame them for making those acrules and jeopardizing playing time. Confiding
To quit when the body says it’s time is to incusations," Phillips said. "If I saw a player
in teammates is difficult for athletes who feel
vite failure. To fail is to let down team, coach,
from a (SJSU sports) team out on a Thursday
that their physical strength and competitive naclassmates and school. It is not an option.
night, completely ruined, I’d look at him and
ture should be enough to overcome any probKNOWING WHEN to turn off the competitive
think, ’You guys get scholarships?’"
lem.
energy can be difficult for student-athletes, who,
Although he saw athletes who didn’t
"The invincibility factor is always an issue,"
when given the opportunity presented by a day
BY TRAVIS PETERSON
drink and athletes who did, Billington said,
Morrison said. "We see it in
INDEPTH
’97
STAFF
WRITER
off or the end of a season,
over the course of the season the physical toll
everything they do. ’I can stay
often take to partying with
The competition for victory - and scholaron the body of the non-drinker seemed to be
up later; I can lift more
the same intensity they
ships - may drive some college athletes to
less.
weights; I can cram harder; I
bring to their field of play.
drink, but one former Spartan player won’t
"The athletes who excel are the athletes
can drink more."
Sometimes the partying
blame the game for his use of alcohol.
who know where to draw the line," Billington
Brought together by coris not limited to post-game
"I would drink regardless of whether I
said. "They’re the athletes who realize that
porate sponsorship and clever
celebrations or a few beers
played a sport or not," said Adam Billington,
their team needs them to be in the best shape
beer ads, athletics and alcohol
to unwind on a day off. Alformer SJSU men’s
possible both menhave had a long, and frequentcohol can take control of an
soccer player. "The
tally and physically.
ly glamorized, relationship.
athlete’s life, often taking
pressure of the
There’s a big differBut while the booze flows
priority over classes, trainsport never ’made’
ence between drinkjoyfully from tailgate parties,
ing, even practice and
me feel like I needing on an off day
winner’s circles and locker
games.
ed to drink to cope
I would drink
and getting drunk
Athletics is built on
room celebrations, it can seep
with it. The presSJSU basketball Coach
the night before a
into a darker side of the sportregardless of
bingeing. The day-toof
part
a
big
sure
is
Stan Morrison knows this.
game."
ing life and corrode the innowhether I
day emotions that are
the excitement of
He once spent 14 straight
"For the most
cence of college athletics.
sport.
The
playing
a
nights taking one of his
played
a
part,
I think most of
expected in highly comNationally, several highAlcoholics
to
players
pressure is what I
the drinking was
profile college athletes have
sport or not.
intercollegiate
petitive
miss the most."
Anonymous meetings. The
done on off days,"
made headlines with alcoholsports is a binge.That is related
Chris Nardini, a
problem did not go away.
Phillips said. "I
arrests this year. In AuAdam Billington,
of
member
former
Athletes are not the
golfed;
others
abnormal emotion and
gust, two Ohio State basketball
former Spartan soccer player
the baseball team,
only group on campus
drank."
players were arrested in sepabasis
daily
on
a
passion
explained that alabusing and bingeing on alAthletes knew
rate incidents involving public
and you become very
though many athcohol, but they are the most
what they were getintoxication, disorderly conletes drink, labeling
visible. Morrison sees binge
ting into if they dewired to that.
duct and assault.
all of them alcodrinking as an almost natcided to drink, NarAt least five major Diviholics is unfair.
ural side-effect of university
dini said.
sion I football players have
"I played with guys who never drank,"
life, which stresses packing
"(The baseball team) had everything from
Stan Morrison,
been arrested for drunken driNardini said, "but because they played on a
days worth of activity into
(smokeless
tobacco) seminars to alcohol
ving
this
year.
Two
left
the
basketball coach
team, they were considered to be ’heavy
a precious few hours.
awareness presentations from the PH’ Censcene of accidents; another
drinkers’ because of the actions of other team"The university enviter," Nardini said. "If somebody was dnnktried to elude police.
mates."
ronment is a binge environing, they knew what they were getting into."
The problem, Morrison
When an athlete does get himself or herment," Morrison said. "We binge on late nights,
said, is that coaches demand that athletes go to
whether it be for social reasons, academic reaextremes on a daily basis, but then expect them
sons or athletic reasons."
to act responsibly when it comes to their free
The binge effect is magnified for athletes,
time.
"Usually, one or my guys will come in and
doing things like drinking," said Furst, himself a
who often have their entire day’s activities dic"Athletics is built on bingeing," Morrison
say, ’Hey, Coach, I think you need to talk
competitive distance runner. "If you’re willing to
include
can
which
tated by a strict schedule,
said. "The day-to-day emotions that are expect" Morrison said.
to
take steroids or play hurt, what’s six beers in 15
weight training, class, film sessions, practice,
ed in highly competitive intercollegiate sports is
Once the problem is identified, treatment
minutes going to do to you.
commitments.
team
other
and
study table
a binge. That is abnormal emotion and passion
can be difficult, and Morrison’s futile trips to 14
"The reality is that sport is not engaged in
NOT SURPRISINGLY, when athletes find
on a daily basis and you become very wired to
A.A. meetings are evidence of that. Morrison
for health, participation or wellness."
themselves temporarily free of the restraints of
that.
their
and Loughran agree that to reach an athlete,
continue
who
athletes
Binge-drinking
this daily regimen, they test the limits of celebra"It is little wonder that when guys go to parthey must relate to them as a fellow athlete.
abuse while in season will likely see a decline in
tion.
ties, they binge, they party hard. It takes a really
said
Dr.
Martin
There is always a barrier between player
performance,
on-field
their
A 1993 study conducted by the Harvard
astute, mature student-athlete to understand the
and coach, Loughran said, and it takes a unique
Trieb, SJSU’s team physician. And as reaction
School of Public Health revealed that students
entire process and understand where to binge
coach to help an athlete with a personal problem
time and reflexes are dulled by continual alcohol
who identify themselves as athletes are almost
and where not
while maintaining a
one-and-a-half times more likely to binge-drink
to."
player-coach
relathan non-athletes.
Conventiontionship on the field.
A similar poll published in the Journal of
wisdom
al
But the priority must
American College Health indicated that 61 perHigh-level sport, as opposed to participatory sport, is not
would have athhe to get the personal
cent of male athletes admitted to binge drinking
letes abstaining
matter straightened
contradicnot
alone,
and
therefore
it’s
health
focused
on
Conducted
survey.
in the two weeks prior to the
entirely from alout.
tory to have people doing things like drinking.
on 140 campuses nationwide, the study found
cohol consump"The reason they
-drinking
binge
highest
that athletes have the
tion during their
do
things
to relieve
rates of any college group or university.
season of comstress is they don’t
in
SJSU’s
professor
associate
David Furst, an
David Furst, associate professor of human performance
petition. After
have anyone to talk
human performance department, attributes
all, athletes are
to, to let off the
their
to
athletes
of
mentality
some of the binge
supposed to be
steam," Coughran
strict schedules.
in peak physical
said.
"ATHLETES DURING the week have to be
condition to perMorrison, who
fairly disciplined," said Furst, who specializes in
form on the
use, the rise of on-field injury becomes greater.
sits on the board of High Five America, an orga"They
have
psychology.
and
sports sociology
field.
The dehydration associated with binge
nization that helps educate young athletes about
very little free time based on going to class and
But as sport becomes more of a business,
drinking can also contribute to heat stroke and
the dangers of drugs and alcohol, supports propractice.
to
then going
complete with the lures of valuable scholarships
exhaustion
when
athletes
are
competing
in
grams
that bring athletes in touch with other
"Come the weekend, when you finish your
and big-money pro contracts, Furst sees health
warm-weather climates, Trieb said.
athletes.
and
you’ve
got
a
Saturday
or
Friday
on
game
concerns taking a back seat. From an early age,
Monitoring athletic performance is one way
"That really hits home," Morrison said.
day or two off, that’s your time to relax, but a
athletes are taught that performance is the botto notice a binge-drinking problem, but Morri"Athletes who speak to athletes can deliver the
way short period of time to relax."
tom line, not health.
son said that most problems wind up on his
message better than anyone. People who talk
John Coughran has seen how athletes
"High-level sport, as opposed to participatodesk before the effects can be seen in competiabout their problems and what they’ve seen and
choose to unwind after the stress of competition.
ry sport, is not focused on health alone, and
tion.
done will relate more to athletes."
State
Golden
Warriors,
the
A former member of
therefore it’s not contradictory to have people

Lessons learned
off the court are
as important to
coaches as skills
gained during
competition

3 who
played
take
their
shots on
booze
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SJSU journalism student Aaron Williams
with his 3-month -old
son, Brady, and his
wife, Debi. Williams
overcame an addiction to alcohol by
attending a rehabilitation irogram and
Alcoholics
Anonymous meetings. He hasn’t had
a drink in more than
six years.
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